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PREFACE
This report documents 1he second phase of a three-phase program that is
(11 Joint effort by Spectrolab and Hughes Aircraft Company. In Phase 1
an analytical model was developed which enabled the prediction of per-
formance of various encapsulation designs, Models relating to the
thermol, optical, structural, and electrical performance were developed,
Using this analytical method the most cost effective module desi gn can
be found.
The obJective of the second 
Phase 
WdS to verify the models by testing
modules and coupons. The models may then be modified as necessary to
bring predicted and empirically found results into agreement, Addi-
tionally, full-size modules of the most cost effective design will be
built and put through the JPL qualification test sequence.
During the third phase Spectrolab will finalize the low cost design and
deliver the design to JPL,
Phase two testing is reported in this document, full size modules
hove not yet been built,
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The test data reported herein and the correlations of these data with tite optical, electrical
isolation, structural, and thermal models developed during Phase I of the program (3)" led to the
following conclusions regarding analytical model verification and module performance:
1. Optical Test
• The utility of the optical model has been verified. This model was used to predict cell
electrical power output within 25 percent of the measured pat'ver output.
• The optical model underpredicted cell power output for both xenon and tungsten
illumination sources. This error was probably due to the assumption of a perfectly
smooth surface for an etched cell, As a result, the reflectance at the cell/pottant
°"	 interface was overestimated,
• There was better agreement between test data and analytical prediction for the xenon
source than for the tungsten_ source,
• Agreement between test data and analytical predictions was best for Alit-coated and/
or texturized cells,
2, Electrical Isolation Test
• The utility of the series capa6t nce model has been verified, This model was able to
predict breakdown voltages between the maximum and minimum breakdown voltages
measured during the test,
• The model overpredicts the dependence of encapsulation system breakdown voltage on
pottant thickness,
• All electrical failures occurred at the edges of the simulated solar cells in the test
specimens, No failures could be attributed to the presence of bubbles in the pottant,
• Inclusion of Craneglas in the pottant slightly increases the electrical isolation capa-
bility of the encapsulation system.
3, Thermal Structural Test
• Data from this test were of limited value due to instrumentation problems and failure
to achieve steady-state conditions,
• Strain attenuation in EVA was observed (as predicted) but quantitative correlation
was not possible, EVA was a poor choice of pottant for verification of the analytical
s	 model. A limited retest is recommended with. a pottant modulus of elasticity greater
than 2 X 10;
 psi,
4, Structural Deflection Test
• The utility of the structural deflection model has been verified. Deflections measured
at the center of each module agreed to within 10 percent of the predicted deflections for
all but the steel substrate module, Measured cell stresses agreed to within 10 percent
of the predicted cell stresses for plain wood substrate modules,
' Numbers in brackets designate references at the end of this report. 	 -
1:.1
• Measured cell stresses were approximately 54 percent lower than those predicted for
both glass superstrate and steel substrate modules. The structural "membrane effect"
in the module load-bearing r , ember, which was not taken into account in the model, is
thought to be responsible for these results. Further consultation with JPL structural
analysts is recommended to confirm this hypothesis.
• No cells were cracked during performance of the test,
• Ribbed wood substrate modules require careful design to minimize stress concentra-
tions at the rib ends. One way to overcome this stress concentration problem is to
support the rib ends as well as the module edges.
Thermal Test
• The thermal model overpredicts cell temperature somewhat. This overprediction was
due mainly to uncertainties in the air flow pattern around the test modules, uncertain-
ties in the distribution of incident radiant energy flux in the plain of the modules, a
suspected lateral temperature gradient in the glass front panel of the test set-up, and	 k
uncertainties in the assumed value of emissivity of the test chamber walis. Agreement
between predictions and test data was best for those situations where the module had a
high emissivity back cover.
• Cell temperature is not significantly affected by pottant thickness,
• The predicted trend of decreasing cell temperature with increasing module backside
emissivity was confirmed,
• Insulation of the backsides of the test modules lead to cell temperature increases
ranging from 4XC to 15°C.
•
V
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2.0 INTRODUC XION
2.1 OVERVIEW
This report contains information on a series of tests performed in support of Speetrolab
Letter Contract 79,11 Y- 263-6321 /88771. These tests were part of a larger program cottoned
with the development of analytical tools for performing tradeoffs in the thermal, optical,
structural, anti electrical isolation design of encapsulation systems for Oat-plate photovoltaic
modules. The analytical methodo logy and computer programs were developed during Phase i of
the program and are described in reference 3. Test verification of the analytical methodology was
the objective of phase 2 of the program and is the subject of this report.
The role of the encapsulation system in a photovoltaic module is to package, protect, and
support the solar cells and electrical interconnects of the module. Construction elements of a
typical encapsulation system for the accomplishment of these goals are illustrated in Figure 2-1.
As might be expected, the design of encapsulation systems requires tradeoffs between conflicting
design requirements. For example, structural requirements favor a thick layer of pottant between
the front cover and cells of a glass superstrate module; on the other hand, optical and thermal
requirements favor a thin pottant layer for this type of module. In the past, design tradeoffs to
satisfy these requirements have been car6cd out in a cut-and-dry fashion with resultant heavy
investments in time and money. Development of analytical tools for the rational design of these
construction elements was the objective of Phase I of the program.
Figure 2-1. Construction elemonts of photovoltaic modules.
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Two types of modules were investigated during both phases of the program;
1. A superstrate module in which structural support is provided by a transparent 11
bearing member on the sun side of the cells
2, A substrate module in which structural support is provided by an opaque bac
material behind (i.e. on the anti-sun side) the cells.
The arrangement of construction elements for each module type is Illustrated in Figure 2-1.
Structural support for the cells is provided by the structural substrate in a substrate module and
by the transparent superstrate in a superstrate module, The pottant protects the cells and the cell
interconnects from the environment. The transparent superstrate in a superstrate module and the
transparent front cover in a substrate module help protect thr pottant by screening out some of
the ultraviolet radiation in the solar spectrum. The superstrate and front cover also provide
protection against soiling and abrasive action by win .11-blown sand and dirt.. Sealing tape around
the edges of the module prevents moisture infiltration into the pottant. The gasket cushions the
module, against shock due. to rough handling and also permits the module to expand and contract
during the daily heating and cooling cycle. The back cover on a superstrate module protects the
pottant from the environment and, in certain cases, enhances module cooling. The edge frame is
used to attach the module to an array. Placement of a module in a typical array field is illustrated
in Figure 2-2.
r
CIL
ARRAY FIELD 	 111	 ^Y
Figure 2-2, Module placement in an array field,
The analyses performed during Phase 1 were for a 1.2—meter square module using 10.2 cm
(4-inch) square, 0.254 mm (0,010 inch) thick cells spaced 1.3 min apart, as shown in Figure 2-3.
Most of the analyses were performed for environments specified in references 7 and 8 (.e, L.SA
module qualification requirements), For example, sizing of the structural support member of a
2-2
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'94 CM 075 IN)
MINIMUM PRAMQ WIDTH
1,3 MM (.051 IN)
COLL *31'ACING
10-3 CM (4,1166 IN)
SCIUM44 CELLS
1
Flt)tme 2-3, Plea view of module show ntl cell wrango vent.
module was determined for to uniform, nonviai pressure load of 50 psf, 'T'his load Corresponds to
the pressure diffcrc ►lce generated betwee ► 1 the front and back surface of a module by it 100 mph
wind, Thcrotai ;Intl optical calculations were performed for a1 Nvand velocity of 1 n ►cter/sce
parallel to tl ►e ground and for a m(Aulc tilt (relative to the local horixomal) of 37 degrees.
2.1 SCOPE
Originally ' Phase 2 was to consist of three disti►act sebnlents, as outlined in the !'base w Test
Pill) [91a (1) vcrificaltio ►1 tests, (2) overstress tests, anti (3) qualification tests. The qualificattion
tests were 1.0 be performed Oil full-ttale (1.`21 leader X 1.2 incter) modules with a full complement
of 121 elcttric;ally-connected photovoltaic cells, Smaller six6mens were to be used for the
verification and overstress tests, eta ,June 1981, ,JPL assumed responsibility for performance of
tile qualification tests; hence material on quaiificaation tests is aaot contalincd ire this report,
Z.Z.1 Verification Test
The goal of the verification tests was to establish confidence ill the analytical design
anethodologies developed during Phase I and to modify the analytical models wherever test data
warranted Such action. These tests were performed oil spccimens designed to permit the
experimental measurement of important Parameters such as cell temperature, cell stress, stress in
the load-bearing member of a moduli, awl electrical breakdown voltage. For these tests,
environmental conditions were chosen to approximate, as closely as possible, the euvirotuaaental
conditions analyzed in Phase 1.
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Five separate and independent tests comprised the verification test segment of the test plan.
These tests were
1, Optical test
2, Electrical isolation test
3. Thermal structural test
4. Structural deflection test
5, Thermal test
Details of each test and data analyses are presented in Sections 3 through 7 of this report.
2.2.2 Overstress Test
Overstress tests are those tests where the test specimens are subjected to an environment in
excess of that for which the encapsulation system was designed. The purpose of these tests was to
precipitate Wlures in the test specimens that ordinarily would not appear during short-term
qualification tests but might occur during long-time field exposure.
In this program, overstress tests were treated as an extension of the thermal structural and
structural deflection verification tests. In the thermal structural tests, the appropriate specimens
were subjected to environment temperatures below the glass transition temperature of the
pottant. In the structural deflection tests, the appropriate specimens were subjected to an
increasing normal pressure load until catastrophic failure occurred or the load capacity of the test
apparatus was reached.
2.3 TEST CRITERIA
This test program did not require a pass/fail criterion, However, from past experience and in
the light of unknown factors described in Section 7 of reference 3, the following margins apply
when comparing test data with pretest predictions;
Data Item Criteria
Cell Temperature t 10 percent of predicted value
Module Deflection t 10 percent of predicted value
Stress t 25 percent of predicted value
Power Output (Optical, ± 25 percent of predicted value
Thermal Tests)
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3,0 OPTICAL TEST
3.1 TEST OBJECTIVE
The objective of the optical verification test was to validate the optical analysis methodology
developed during Phase 1 of the program. The verification process consisted of measuring the
electrical power produced by several encapsulated cells and then comparing these measurements
with the electric power outputs predicted (by the optical model) for these cells.
3.2 TEST SPECIMENS
Thirteen two-cell coupons, as designated in Table 3-1, were used as test specimens in the op-
tical tests, The geometric layouts and dimensions of these specimens are illustrated in Fig-
ure 3-1, The total thickness of each specimen was measured at several locations inside the
perimeter of each cell, and test predictions were based on the average of these measured
thicknesses, The back side of each cell was left bare so that good thermal contact could be made
between the cell and the holding fixture. Test coupons OC-6 through OC-13 were fabricated in
the configurations shown in Figures 3-1f through 3-1m; each cell in these coupons was then cut
out (before testing) to eliminate excess encapsulant around the edges of the cells.
This series of coupons was selected to verify the accuracy of the model as well as the ability of
the model to predict trends (i.e., changes in cell power output resulting from changes in the
optical parameters of the encapsulation system). These trends can be evaluated by comparing the
electrical outposts measured for each coupon, Such trends include:
1.Relative performance of single crystal silicon and polycrystalline silicon cells
2. Effect of glass iron content for glass superstrate modules
3. Effect of Craneglas in pottant on cell electrical output
4. Effect of stipple-out versus stipple-in configuration for glass superstrate modules
5. Relative performance of Korad and Tedlar as front cover materials for substrate modules
6. Relative performance of texurized and non-texturized cells
7. Effect of AR-coating on electrical output of texturizedells
8, Effect of pottant thickness on cell electrical output
9. Relative performance of AR-coated and non AR-coated cells.
3.3 TEST SET-UP
Placement of a test coupon in the holding fixture of an illumination source is shown in Fig-
ure 3-2. An actual coupon in the fixture is shown in Figure 3-3. Both tungsten and xenon
illumination sources were used in these tests, and the holding fixtures were slightly different for
these two pieces of equipment.
Nameplate data for the equipment used in this test are found in Appendix A.
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3.4 TEST CONDITIONS
flit- olnit.11 tc•t, we-rc• performcd .1f ficar a ►nhient tritil>< • 1,11urr con(himis I •hc • u•n1l ►rratures
of the tooling fixtures rangcd bcl%%vvn 'K" .11111 ' c)"C' mid mcasured ct-ll tc • mI ►c • r, ► tutc% r,ingc•d
Ire twc 1,n ' c ► and WC.
Tilt' 1 , .411.1111 energN flux of tile illunun.uion sources was set by n ►e,u ►s of standard phoio%ol-
taic (clk I'hr standard cells. ,1s wcll .1% tilt- procedure for setting the• fluxes, are described in Ap-
lxradix .^ k,ufi•uu 1,111 rgy fluxes were • sct .1f 0.135 W cm^ . ► nd 11 IW W en ► t fur the xenon and
tungsu•n sources 1,4 1 sprctivel y . A I'\r,momctel (sec itcm ?, Table A 4 . ApIX• n(ix A) wa •c used to
check thcsc flux st-tungs The %lailt,l yd cell .11141 the p^ranonu • cc• r readings were ill for
the xenon sc ►urce, but not for the• tungsten source. The pyranon ►rter indicated that the• total
radian rne • rg , flux was t ► " W crt► , for the tungsten source. Thcsr results were t • xl ►e •cted since
most of tile energy in the xenon sIx•c-trum falls within the rcsl ►cmsr range of the cells, wherea•
most of the energy in the tunl;strn s1 e •ctru111 (1(ws not. Bra if un11I1rmit y is show if in Figure 3 4
for the xrncnr source Inform.mon oil 	 uniformity for flit- tungst • n source was not a%allahle•
hilt tilt- till llormit y ()I this sclurce was thought ft-, i . (. less than that of flit- xenon sourer.
Thr tulluwing p,11.miciers were n4 • asured for All cells and I ►cnh illumination mmr•ces
I ( )pcn-circuit voltage bc• I'Ore encapsulation
'. ( )III • n- cir -uit voltage after cm apsulation
3. Short-circuit current before rnc,lpsulaticm
4 Short-circuit current after encapsulation
5 CcII current at 51N1 fit\' I ►eforc encapsulation
0 Cell current at 5tNl nf\ ,otter encapsulation
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3.5 DATA ANALYSIS
3.5, f Test Date Summary
Measured values of the short circuit current (I.), current at 500 trtV ( 1 1th) ), and open circuit
voltage (V,,,) for each cell are listed in Tabie B-1 of Appendix B. These parameters were
measured in both the tungsten and xenon light sources before and after encapsulation of each cell
in its respective coupon, The ratios of electric current (1,, and Istt) measured ;after Encapsulation
divided by electric current measured before encapsulation are also listed in Table B-I. Since the
current ratios form the basis for subsequent discussion of the test data, these ratios are listed in
Table 3-2 as well, The maximum electrical power produced by cacti cell can be approximated by
multiplying Ism by 0.5 volts,
In all cases, values of V„C ,1,,, and Istt
 measured for the xenon source were greater than those
measured for the tungsten source, This result was expected since the xenon source provided' more
available energy, at wavelengths coincident with the spectral response (i.e. )
 powcr conversion
efficiency versus wavelength) of silicon, for conversion to electricity. As shown in Figure 3-5,
approximately 87 percent of the energy from the xenon source is available at wavelengths less
than 1,2 µm, Conversely, only 35 percent of the energy from the tungsten source is ;available at
wavelengths less than 1.2 µm,
For coupons OC-1 through OCe-8 and 00- 11, 1. and 1W
 were generally greater for
encapsulated cells than for bare (i.e. unencapsulated) cells. These parameters remained essential.
ly
 unchanged or decreased slightly after encapsulation for AR-coated and/or texturized cells
(OC-9, 14, 12, 13). These results were expected since encapsulation makes bare silicon cells less
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L'
Xirta" Tu.go st
Coupon COUPONDescription CsU Nu=trer IV Ratio IM Rata 1, Ratio 1W Ratio
OC-1 Low-iron glass (stipple in) BC-I I 1.21 0.83 1.38 0.93
11 mil EVA BC-15 1131 1.24 1.47 1,44
single crystal cell
OC-2 Low-iron glass (stipple in) A 1.22 1.28 1.21 1,24
6 mil EVA AA 1125 1.40 1.19 1,27
polycrystalline cell
OC-3 Nigh-iron glass 00-14 1.13 1,21 1.23 1.12
14 mil EVA BC-9 1.16 1.14 1.24 1.17
single crystal cell
010-4 Low-iron glass (stipple in) BC-17 1,32 1.30 1.44 1.42
13 mil EVA/Cranegias BC-16 1.28 1.23 1.44 1.34
single crystal cell
OC-5 Law-iron glass (stipple out) BC -10 100 1.28 1.49 1.44
22 mil EVA/Craneglas BC -13 1.31 1.29 1.46 1.44
single crystal cell
OC-6 Korad 1.16 1,23 1.23 1.21 1.21
18 mil EVA B-7 1.10 1,27 1.07 1.03
single crystal cell
OC-7 Tedlar 1-17 1.22 1.18 1,35 1.39
18 mll EVA 1-18 1.22 1.16 1.36 1,36
jingle cry.tai cell
OC-8 Tedlar 1 -7 1,22 1.31 1,42 1.39
19 mil EVA/Craneglas 1-6 1.23 1.21 1,41 1.40
single crystal cell
OC-9 Tedlar B -5 1100 0.98 1,01 0.96
18 mil EVA/Craneglas B-14 0.99 1.01 1.02 0198
single crystal cell (AR-coated)
OC-10 Tedlar No, 15 1105 1.03 1.05 1.05
18 mil EVA/Craneglas No. 16 1.05 1.02 1A4 1.02
single crystal cell (texturized)
OC-1i Tedlar 1-4 1,25 1,24 1.43 1.45
55 mil EVA 1-12 122 1.? r 1.42 1.47
single crystal cell
00-12 Tedlar B-18 0.93 0,91 0.97 0.92
17 mil EVA B-19 0.95 ^ 03 0.98 0.93
single crystal cell (AR-coated)
OC-13 Tedlar No. 23 0.98 0,97 0198 0,92
21 mil EVA/Craneglas No. 24 0199 0.94 0199 0189
single crystal cell (AR-coated,
texturized)
Notes.
1.	 tK	 short-circuit current, in&
2. 1W	 cell current at $00 mv,. m1.
3. Current ratios refer to current measured itfter encapsulation divided by current measured before encapsulation.
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Figure 3-6. Spectral distribution of xenon and tungsten radiant energy fluxes OM' spectral power
conversion eftisncies of silicon solar cells.
reflective, thus pe , mitting more of the incident radiant energy to be converted to electricity. Since
the AR-coated and texturized cells reflect littler of the incident radiant energy, encapsulation of
these cells has little or a slightly detrimental effect (due to absorption of the incident radiation in
the encapsulation layers) on cell electrical output. Cell BC-11 of coupon OC-1 was cracked
during measurement of the current at 50 10 mV, which resulted in low values of I5 for both light
sources,
3.5.2 Description of Analytical Mode
The three layer model developed in Section 5.3.2 of reference 3 is used as the basis for
correlating analysis with test data, This model, shown in Figure 3-6, is an idealized representa-
tion of radiant energy propagation through the front cover and pottant layers on the sun side of a
photovoltaic cell. to addition to determining the maximum electric power generated by the cell,
AIR	 now 1 01	 G1
Pt
aURFACEi +
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	 ^1 +"1	
Q2 
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Figure 3-6. Optical model.
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this model is also used to determine the radiant energy absorbed as heat in the cell and the layers
of the encapsulation system, The radiant energy flux incident on a surface is indicated by a
superscript minus (—) and the radiant energy flux leaving a surface is indicated by a superscript.
plus (+). Details for calculation of these fluxes are found in reference 3. The relations between
the fluxes and the total radiant energy absorbed by the cell (q,) and the radiant energy absorbed
as heat in the layers of the encapsulation system (q, and qz) are shown in Figure 3-6, At present,
this model does not calculate electric current and voltage.
The major parameters in this model are
1,Front cover absorption coefficient, a,
2, Pottant absorption coefficient, az
3, Front cover index of refraction, n,
4. Pottant index of refraction, nz
5. Cell index of refraction, n,
6, Reflectivity at interface between cell and pottant, p,
7, Reflectivity at interface between pottant and front cover, p'2
8. Reflectivity at interface between air and front cover, p,
9. Front cover thickness, t,
10. Pottant thickness, tz
11. Spectral power conversion efficiency of the cell, CA
Items 1 and 2 are wavelength dependent, Items 6, 7, and 8 are wavelength dependent if anti-
reflection (AR) coatings are present on either the cell, the front cover, or both the cell and front
cover. The Fresnel equation (e 5-10, reference 3) for normal incidence was used to calculate
the reflectivities of non AR-coated and non-texturized surfaces. Equation (5-22) of this refer-
ence* was used to calculate the reflectivities of encapsulated, texturized silicon cells (p = 0.0096)
and stippled glass (p — 0.05 facing in, p = 0 ,048 facing out). The reflectivities of AR -coated
Cells were calculated by means of eqs. (5-11, 12 and 13) of reference 3, For this test, all AR-coat-
ings were assumed to be SiO (index of refraction a 1.95) and optimized for an air /silicon
interface with a minimum ^flectivity at 0.6 µm.
The other required inform.tion for the model includes the spectrum of the illumination
source and the spectral power-conversion efficiency of the cell, The spectra of the xenon and
tungsten sources are shown in Figure 3-5. The spectral power conversion efficiency of the cell,
C A , is not an easily measured parameter, and values of this parameter could not be found in the
literature. However, curves of short -circuit current versus wavelength were readily available.
These curve are determined for an incident radiant energy flux that is invariant with wave-
length, and the results are reported in units of milliamps per milliwatt per cm^ of incident radiant
energy (6,121. Relative response curves (i.e. the short circuit current measured at wavelength a
divided by the maximum value of the short-circuit current for all X) of typical single crystal and
polycrystalline silicon cells are shown in Figure 3-7,
A typical current versus voltage curve for a single-crystal silicon cell is shown in Figure 3-8.
The maximum electric power generated by these cells occurs at approximately 0.5 volts. The
curves of I. versos A and 1 500 versus X are assumed to be identical. Since the maximum power is
given approximately by P.,, = 0.5 1 W , the relative response curve can presumably be used in
place of the spectral power conversion efficiency.
Note that this expression should read as pT — 0,05 + 0,95 p2
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3.5.3 calculatAM Details
The basic approach used in the optical model is to divide the illumination spectrum into a
number of equal-energy intervals. Twenty equal-energy intervals were used in this correlation
analysis; corresponding to these energy intervals are twenty wavelength bands of unequal size.
The electric power generated by the cell is determined by means of the following relation
n
	
P = Ac 	 Caiga
	
(3-1)
where:
A. = area of cell, cm2
CA;	 power conversion efficiency for energy interval i
q,;	 radiant energy flux in ;interval i absorbed by cell, watt /cm2
The power conversion efficiency, Chi, is evaluated at the midpoint of each wavelength band.
Values of q t, qz i and qc are calculated for each energy interval,
Power conversion efficiencies varied somewhat between cells used in the test. To account for
these variations, the maximum value of the spectral power conversion efficiency for an unencap-
sulated cell used in the test was adjusted in the following manner:
CMK	 c..,	 (3-2)
+h
where:
C..' = maximum value of spectral power conversion efficiency for cell to be tested
C.' = maximum value of spectral power conversion efficiency for typical cell
% = overall power conversion efficiency of actual cell
il, = overall power conversion efficiency of typical cell
Here, +1 is defined as
Values of C..` and % used in this analysis are listed in Table 3-3. The power conversion
efficiency at any wavelength is then found by multiplying C-.,' by the relative response shown in
Figure 3-7.
TABLE 3-3. VALUES OF C..' AND 17, FOR
"TYPICAL" SINGLE CRYSTAL AND POLY-
CRYSTALLINE SILICON CELLS
Cell Type Cam' ?h
Single crystal
Polycrystalline
0.395
0.183
0.0831
0.06
3-14
x
Y
V
tl
The overall power conversion efficiency of an actual cell, n., was determined by means of the
following relation for non •texturized and non AR -coated cells
0.5 Ism	 (3-4)+1. — (1 
— pr) A. qt
where;
Iwo - cell current measured at 0,5 volts, amps
p, — reflectivity of cell surface
qj- — incident radiant energy flux on cell surface, watt/cm2
Since the reflectivity of AR-coated surfaces is wavelength dependem, the following modified form
of Equation (3-4) was used to calculate il. for coupons OC-9, 12, and 13;
n.
0.5 IM	 (3-5)
=	
o
1 A.	 pry) qu
-^
where P. and q i ; - correspond to the reflectivity evaluated at the midpoint of wavelength band i
and the incident radiant energy in that band respectively.
The active areas off' t'?e cells were 24.9 cm  for the 2.1-inch square cells, 46.5 cm 2 for the
two-inch X four-inch ells, and 18.8 cm  for the two-inch diameter cells. These areas allow for
cell surface blockage by the black tape and metallization.
Values of p, and relative cell efficiency ( — Ca/Cv,j are listed in Tables 3-4 and 3-5 for
unencapsulated and encapsulated cells, respectively. This information is tabulated for each of the
equal energy intervals for the xenon and tungsten sources. Values of n. for each cell used in the
test are listed in 'Table 3-6.
One prediction was made for each coupon to minimize computer time and labor. Average
cover layer and pottant thicknesses used in these calculations are listed in Table 3-7. The power
efficiencies used in the calculations corresponded to the average power efficiencies of the cell
pairs used in each coupon.
3.5.4 Results
The measured and predicted electric power produced by the encapsulated cells are compared
in Tables 3-8 and 3-9. Also included are measured and predicted ratios of cell output power
after encapsulation to cell output power measured before encapsulation. The average electric
power for the two cells of each coupon and the predicted electric power based on average
properties (i.e. cell efficiency and encapsulation layer thicknesses) for each coupon are tabulated.
These results are shown for both illumination sources.
In all cases, the average electric power predicted by the model was less than the average
k measured power. Agreement was best for the xenon source; the average discrepancy (as
percentage of the measured value) was — 7.4 percent for xenon and — 13 . 1 percent for tungsten,
The absolute values of the discrepancy ranged from — 2.2 to — 15 . 1 percent for xenon and from
— 1.2 to — 24.3 percent for tungsten. Agreement between measured and predicted power output
was best for AR-coated and texturized cells; this agreement was best for the tungsten source.
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TABLE 3-6. POWER CONVERSION EFFICIENCY I+t.) OF BARE CELLS
BEFORE INCORPORATION IN TEST COUPONS
Coupon Cell No.
Xenon Light Source Tungsten Light Source
Is, A Power, W q. In% A Power, W q.
OC-1 BC-I1 0,561 0,280 0.125 0.450 0,225 0.063
BC-15 0.577 0.288 0.128 0.454 0,227 0,063
OC-2 A 0.506 0.253 0.060 0.367 0,184 0,027
AA 0,464 0,232 0.055 0.345 0.172 0.025
OC-3 BC-14 0.536 0.268 0.120 0.469 0.234 0.065
BC-9 0,577 0.288 0,128 0.466 0,233 0,065
OC-4 BC-17 0.577 0,288 0.128 0.472 0.236 0,066
BC-18 0,536 0,269 0,120 0,431 0.216 0,060
OC-5 BC-10 0,574 0,287 0,128 0460 0.230 0,064
BC-13 0;564 0.282 0,126 0.464 0.232 0,065
OC-6 1-16 0.550 0.275 0,123 0.502 0,251 0.070
B-7 0.603 0.302 0,135 0.577 0.288 0.080
OC-7 1-17 0,552 0.276 0.123 0,440 0,220 0,061
I-18 0.553 0.277 0.124 0.435 0,218 0,059
OC-8 1-7 0.508 0,254 0.113 0.446 0.223 0,062
1-6 0.556 0.278 0.124 0.435 0.218 0,061
OC-9 B-5 0.762 0.381 0.124 0.692 0.346 0,073
B-14 0.780 0.390 0.127 0.705 0,352 0,074
OC-10 No. 15 0.578 0.289 0.125 0.511 0.256 0.068
No, 16 0,569 0.285 0.123 0.503 0.252 0.067
OC-11 1-4 0.511 0.256 0.114 0.411 0.206 0,056
I-12 0,542 0.271 0,121 0.423 0.212 0.058
OC-12 B-18 0.786 0.393 0.128 0.710 0.355 0.075
B-19 0.770 0.385 0.126 0.694 0.347 0,073
OC-13 No. 23 0,570 0.285 0.119 0.505 0.252 0,066
No. 24 0.609 0.305 0,128 0.550 0.275 0,071
w
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TABLE 3-7, AVERAGE COVER LAVER AND
POTTANT THICKNESSES
Coupon Cover Layer Thickneoh inch Pottant Thicknmo inch
OC-1 0,138 01011
OC-2 0,131 0.006
OC-3 0.119 0,014
OC-4 0.128 0.013
OC-5 0,127 0,022
OC-6 0.003 0.018
OC-7 0.004 0.018
OC-8 0.004 01019
OC-9 0.004 0.018
OC-10 0.004 0,018
OC-11 0.004 01055
OC-12 0,004 0.017
OC-13 0.004 0,021
•^. s
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TABLE 3-8. COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND PREDICTED ELECTRIC POWER
OUTPUT FOR XENON ILLUMINATION SOURCE
Average Power (Neawreti)• AvmW Prover (Cakulawd)
Usxtneapwlawd, W Eneapaulated, W Ratio' W IRatloCoupon Coupow lDeecription
00-1 Low-iron glass (nipple In)
II mil EVA 0,288 0.356 1.24 0,328 1,14
single crystal cell (cell BC-15 only) (cell BC-15 only)
OC-2 Low•iron glass (nipple in)
6 mil EVA 0,242 0,325 1,34 0,276 1,14
polycrystalline cell
OC •3 High-Iron glass
14 mil EVA 0,278 0,326 1,17 0,3 1,08
single crystal cell
OC-4 Low-iron glass (nipple In)
13 mil EVA/Craneglas 0,278 0,352 1,27 0.312 1.12
single crystal all
OC-5 Low-iron glass (stipple out)
22 mil EVA/Cranegias 0,284 0,366 1.29 0,314 1.11
single crystal all
OC-6 Korad
18 mil EVA 0,288 0,360 1125 01311 1108
single crystal all
OC-7 Tedlar
18 mil EVA 0,276 0,324 1.17 01308 1,12
single crystal aU
010-8 Tedlar
19 mil EVA/Craneglas 0.266 0,337 1,27 0,293 1.10
single crystal all
OC-9 Tedlar
18 mil EVA/Craneglas 0,386 0,383 0199 0.365 0.95
single crystal cell (AR-coated)
OC-10 Tedlar
18 mil EVA/Craneglas 0,287 0,294 1.02 0,273 0,95
single crystal all (texturized)
OC-1l Tedlar
55 mil EVA 0,264 0,335 1.27 0,305 1.16
single crystal cell
OC-12 Tedlar
17 mil EVA 0.389 0.358 0,92 0.350 0,90
single crystal all (AR-coated)
OC-13 Tedlar
21 mil EVA/Craneglas 0,295 0.281 0.95 0.260 0.88
single crystal all (AR-coated,
texturized)
'Average for two cells of each coupon
••Ratio - power measured after encapsulation divided by power measured before encapsulation
tRatio — power predicted for cell after encapsulation divided by power measured before encapsulation
I
r
w
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TABLE 3-8, COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND PREDICTED ELECTRIC POWER
OUTPUT FOR TUNGSTEN ILLUMINATION SOURCE
4
Average Power (Meuured)• Average tower (Calculated)
vocis"Paulated, W E.uapsulated, W Ratio- F&capadated, W RasioCoupon Coupon Deacript"
OC-1 Low-iron glass (stipple in)
I I mil EVA 0.127 0.326 1.44 0,257 1.13
single crystal cell (cell BC-15 only) (cell BC- 15 only)
OC-2 Low•iran glass (stipple in)
6 mil EVA 0,179 0,224 1,2$ 0,202 1.13
polycrystalline cell
OC-3 High•lron glass
14 mil EVA 0,234 0,268 1.14 0.235 1100
single crystal cell
OC-4 Low-iron glass (stipple in)
13 mil EVA/Craneglas 0,226 0,314 1.39 0,255 1.13
single crystal cell
013-5 Low-iron glass (stipple out)
22 mil EVA/Craneglas 0,231 01333 1,44 0,252 1109
single crystal cell
OC-6 Korad
lg mil EVA 0.270 0.300 1,11 0.285 1.06
single crystal cell
OC-7 Tedlar
IS mil EVA 0,219 0,302 1,38 0,245 1.12
single crystal cell
OC-8 Tedlar
19 mil EVA/Craneglas 01221 0,308 1,39 0,243 1.10
single crystal cell
00-9 Tedlar
18 mil EVA/Craneglas 0,350 0,339 0,97 0,343 0.98
single crystal cell (AR-coated)
OC-10 Tedlar
18 mil EVA/Craneglas 0,254 0,262 1.03 0.245 0,96
single crystal cell (texturized)
013-11 Tedlar
55 mil EVA 4,217 01315 1.45 0,241 1.11
single crystal cell
OC-12 Tedlar
17 mil EVA 0,351 0.325 0.93 0.329 0.94
single crystal cell (AR-coated)
OC-13 Tedlar
21 mil EVA/Craneglas 0,264 0,239 0,90 0,225 0.85
single crystal cell (AR-coated,
texturized)
'Average for two cells of each coupon
"Ratio - power measured after encapsulation divided by power measured before encapsulation
tRatio - power predicted for cell after encapsulation divided by power measured before encapsulation
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Since the beams of both illumination sources were not perfectly collimated, it vas suspected
that radiant energy reflected off those parts of the encapsulation system not covering the cell
might give rise to a "light-concentrating" effect (i,e, the zero-depth concentrator phenomenon)
and thus be a source of discrepancy between measured and predicted cell output power, To test
this hypothesis, cardboard frames were cut such that only the cell of a coupon was illuminated.
110 was measured with and without the frame for each source. The current measured with the
frame divided by the current measured without the frame is called the framing factor, Multiply.
ing the average measured power in `fables 3-8 and 3-9 by the appropriate framing factors yields
somewhat better agreement between predicted and measured cell power; these results are shown
in Tables 3-1.0 and 3-11. These results indicate that "light concentration" within the encapsula-
tion system was responsible for a no more than 2 percent increase in measured power output.
TABLE 3-10, COMPARISON OF MEASURED (WITH FRAME) AND PREDICTED
ELECTRIC POWER OUTPUT FOR XENON ILLUMINATION SOURCE
Avenge Power, Walls
Measured Calculated
Coupon Coupon Description Framing Factor Without Frrims With Frame
00-1 Low-iron glass (stipple in)
11 mil EVA 01985 0,358 0.353 0.328
single crystal cell
OC-3 High-iron glass
14 mil EVA 0.988 0.326 0,322 0.3
single crystal cell
OC-4 Low-iron glass (stipple in)
13 mil EVA/Craneglas 0.97 0.352 0.341 0.312
single crystal cell
00-5 Low-iron glass (stipple out)
22 mil EVA/Craneglas 0.98 0,366 0,359 0.314
single crystal cell
OC-6 Korad
18 mil EVA 110 0360 0,360 0,311
single crystal cell
OC-8 Tedlar
19 mil EVA 0.996 0,337 0.336 0.293
single crystal cell
OC-10 Tedlar
18 mil EVA/Craneglas 01995 0.294 0.293 0.273
single crystal cell (texturized)
OC-11 Tedlar
55 mil EVA 0.97 0,335 0,325 0.305
single crystal cell (AR-coated)
OC-12 Tedlar
17 mil EVA 0,997 0.358 0.357 0,350
single crystal cell (AR-coated)
OC-13 Tedlar
21 mil EVA/Craneglas 01999 0.281 0.278 0,260
single crystal cell (AR-coated,
texturized)
x
,
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TABLE 3-11. COMPARISON OF MEASURED (WITH FRAME) AND PREDICTED
ELECTRIC POWER OUTPUT FOR TUNGSTEN ILLUMINATION SOURCE
,
Avenge Power, Watts_
Meattured Calculated
Coupon Coupon Descriptioo From* Factor Without Frame With Frame
OC-1 Low-iron glass (stipple In)
II mil EVA 0.986 0 ,326 0.321 0,257
single crystal cell
OC-3 High-iron Blass
14 mil EVA 0.991 0,268 0.266 0,235
single crystal cell
OC-4 Low-iron glass (stipple in)
13 mil EVA/Craneglas 0,982 0,314 0.300 0,255
single crystal cell
OC-5 Low-iron glass (stipple out)
22 mil EVA/Craneglas 0,976 0,333 0,325 0.252
single crystal cell
OC-6 Korad
18 mil EVA 110 0,300 0.300 0,285
single crystal cell
OC-8 Tedlar
19 mil EVA 0.980 0.308 0.304 0,243
single crystal cell
OC-10 Tedlar
14 mil EVA/Craneglas 0,997 0,262 0,261 0,245
single crystal cell (texturized)
OC-I1 Tedlar
55 mil EVA 0,983 0.315 0,310 0,241
single crystal cell (AR-coated)
OC-12 Tedlar
17 mil EVA 0,997 0 .325 0,324 01329
single crystal cell (AR-coated)
OC-13 Tedlar
21 mil EVA/Craneglas 0,824 0.239 0.197 0.225
single crystal cell (AR-coated,
texturized)
3.6 DISCUSSION
The results in Tables 3-8 and 3-9 clearly show that the optical model underpredicts the
outp+lt power from encapsulated cells. The fact that agreement between test and prediction is
best for AR-coated and texturized cells coupled with the fact that etched cells were used in the
coupons indicates that use of the Fresnel equation yielded too high a value for the reflectivity of
the cell surfaces. Use of a lower value of reflectivity in the optical model wou.id yield substantially
better agreement between measured and predicted cell output power,
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Other possible contributing factors to the discrepancy between prediction and measurement
are non-uniform flux in illumination sources and non-unifom pottant thickness above the cells,
The importance of these factors was not determined.
Part of the discrepancy for the tungsten source can be found in the calculation method. Use of
equal-energy intervals gives rise to poor resolution of the cell response for this source, A larger
number of intervals would overcome this problem.
Since the efficiencies of the cells varied so much between coupons, It is best to use the power
ratios listed in Tables 3-8 and 3-9 to discern trends. A comparison between ratios for coupons
OC-i and OC-4 indicates that the presence or absence of Craneglas in the pottant has little
influence on cell pourer output, A comparison of ratios for coupons OC-4 and OC-5 shows that
outward-facing or inward-facing stippling of low-iron glass superstrates has little influence on
cell power output, The negative effects of iron-content in glass superstrates can be seen by
comparing ratios for coupons OCA and OC-3. A comparison of ratios for coupons OC-7 and
OC-1 I shows that a three-fold increase in pottant thickness yields only a slight change in cell
power output,
In summary, the test results have demonstrated the utility of the optical model to predict cell
power output for a broad spectrum of optical parameters characteristic of encapsulation systems,
The model consistently underpredicts cell output power, but this problem can be rectified by
using more precisely known values of optical properties, such as reflectivity at the cell surface,
-
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4,0 ELECTRICAL ISOLATION TEST
4 1 TEST OBJECTIVE
A major design requirement for any photovoltaic module is that the encapsulation System be
able to withstand at least 3000 volts DG before electrical breakdown. Thus, the objective of the
electrical verification test was to assess the validity of the electrical isolation model used to
determine material thicknesses of the encapsulation system to satisfy this requirement. To
accomplish this objective, the breakdown voltage was measured for specially-designed coupons
that employed simulated solar cells and different encapsulation schemes, Specific items to be
investigated were
1, Effect of Craneglas on breakdown voltage
2. Effect of pottant thickness on breakdown voltage
3. Electrical isolation capability of wood substrates.
4.2 TEST SPECIMENS
Four types of coupons ( listed in Table 4-1) were used as test specimens. The geometric
layouts and dimensions of the different coupon types are illustrated in Figure 4-1. Approxi-
mately 25 of each coupon type were tested to electrical breakdown (failure) of the encapsulation
system. This quantity was deemed sufficient to permit a preliminary statistical analysis of the
results,
TABLE 4-1, SPECIMENS FOR ELECTRICAL ISOLATION VERIFICATION TESTS
Type Front Side Back Side
A 0,004 in. Tedlar, 0.018 in. EVA 0.018 in. EVA/CG, 0,001 in. Alum. Polyester
B 0.001 in. Tedlar, 0,018 in, EVA 0.036 in. EVA/CG, 0.001 in. Alum. Polyester
C 0,001 in. Tedlar, 0,018 in. EVA 0.018 in. EVA/CG, 0,125 in. Wood Product
D 0.001 in, Tedlar, 0,036 in, EVA/CG 0.036 in. EVA/CG, 0;125 in. Wood Product
Wood Product - Duron (U.S. Gypsum Co)
EVA - Ethylene Vit,yl Acetate
EVA/CC, — Ethylene Vinyl Acetate with Craneglas
Alum. Polyester - Aluminized Polyester
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Figure 4-1. Electrical isolation test coupons; dimensions in inches.
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A hipot tester was used to determine the breakdown voltage of the encapsulation system on
both the front and back sides of each specimen, The test set-up is illustrated in Figure 4-2. Test
coupons were placed on the 3 X 3 X 1,92 inch aluminum block so that the block was centered
over the cropper electrode (i.e. the simulated solar cell). The edges of the aluminum block were
rounded, which, combined with the central placement of the block over the copper electrode,
served to min imize edge effects, The aluminum block was connected to ground, and an electrical
potential was applied to the copper electrode (via the copper contact) by means of the hipot tester.
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Figure 4-2. Test set-up for electrical isolation tests, dimensions in inches.
4,4 TEST CONDITIONS
The test coupons were conditioned at 72'F and 50 percent relative humidity for a minimum
of 24 hours before test, The coupons were placed in the apparatus shown in Figure 4--2 and
tested to failure immediately upon removal from the controlled temperature and humidity
environment. Two tests were performed on each coupon (one for each side),
During a test, the applied voltage was increased in 500-volt increments from zero volts to
breakdown, The leakage current was measured at each voltage setting. A leakage current in
excess of 5 mA was taken as the criterion for electrical breakdown of the encapsulation system.
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4.5. 1 Teat Data Summary
Results of the electrical isolation test are listed in Tables B-3 through B-6 of Appendix B.
For purposes of analysis, the key results (maximum breakdown voltage, minimum breakdown
voltage, and average breakdown voltage for each coupon type) are listed in Table 4-2.
TABLE 4-2. SUMMARY OF PLECTRICAL ISOLATION TEST DATA
Coupon
Breakdown Voltage, kV
Type Side Maximum Minimum Average
A Front 19 10 15.6
Back 11 1 6,8
B Front 19 12 15.2
Back 13 5 8.6
C Front 21 5 13.2
Back 25 8 22.3
D Front (with Craneglas) 25 12 18.1
Front (without Craneglas) 23 10 1518
Back 25 22 24
The LSA electrical isolation requirement of ?3000 volts DC was met in nearly every case.
Only four. of coupon type A (back side) failed to meet this requirement, Voltage breakdown did
not occur in the knack side of four type C coupons, in the front side of one type D coupon, and in
the back side of ten type D coupons.
On the average, the breakdown voltages for the test specimens were in excess of 6000 volts.
This result was expected, as explained below.
4.5.2 Correlation with Analytical Model
The series capacitance model (see reference 3, Section 4.2,2) is used as the basis of correlating
analysis with test data. This model is illustrated in Figure 4-3 for each of the test specimens, For
ease of discussion, EVA and EVA containing Craneglas will be referred to as the pottant;
Tedlar, wood product, and aluminized polyester film will be referred to as covers.
When an electrical potential difference is applied across the encapsulation system, electric
fields are generated within the pottant and cover layers. As the applied voltage is increased, these
electrk-,- fields increase until the electric field in one of the layers exceeds the dielectric strength of
the material. At this point, the layer breaks down electrically (in effect, becoming a conductor),
and the entire potential difference (voltage) is thus imposed across the second layer, This sudden
increase in voltage leads to a sharp increase in the electric field in the second layer. If the
dielectric streng%,, h of the second layer is exceeded, complete breakdown of the encapsulation
system occurs. If the dielectric strength of the second layer is not exceeded, the external voltage
must be increased further to cause breakdown.
a
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Figure 4-3. Series-capacitance analytical models for electrical isolation test specimens.
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The series capacitance model is a simple one-dimensional idealization of the encapsulation
system in which the internal electric field is assumed to be uniform in each layer, For the cover
and pottant layers, this model yields the following relations for the corresponding electric fields;
EC 
M
	
V.
(4-1)
t' + ( yp ) tP
EP
	
	 (4-2)
y Va
^'_e_) t, + tp
where:
EC i electric field in the cover layer, volt/mil
EP = electric field in the pottant layer, volt/mil
Vo = electrical potential across encapsulation system, volt
to m cover layer thickness, mil
tP — pottant thickness, mil
yp - pottant dielectric constant
yc — cover layer dielectric constant
Values of dielectric constant and dielectric strength are listed in Table 4-3 for the materials
used in the test coupons. The properties of EVA and EVA/Craneglas are assumed to be
identical.. These properties were obtained from several literature sources, and the environmental
conditions (i.e. temperature and humidity among others) varied from source to source. Hence, the
best that can be predicted is a maximum and a minimum breakdown voltage for the two sides of
each coupon type.
TABLE 4-3. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES FOR EVA,
TEDLAR, AND WOOD
Dielectric Strength,
Material Dielectric Constant volt/mil
EVA 2.7-3.2 620
Tedlar 7.4-9.9 1700-3500
Wood Product 2.1 175
For ease of discussion, the simplest situations (coupon A back side and coupon B back side)
will be dealt with first. In these cases, the 0.0005 inch thick layer of polyester is assumed to con-
tribute nothing to the electrical isolation capability of the encapsulation system. Therefore, the
entire potential difference is presumably imposed across the pottant (EVA). Here, the maximum
potential difference that can be withstood by the pottant is
Vo = SPtP	 (4-3)
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where S r, is the dielectric strength of the pottant. Tile correspi
are then found to tae:
V„ - 620 X 18 — l 1,160 volt (Type A, back side)
V,, — 620 X 36 -n 22,320 volt (Type B, back side)
Analysis of the back sides of coupons C and U is somewhat more involved, Here, the values
of j./y, vary from it minimum of 1.286 (- R
 3.7/4.1) to a maximum of 1,523 (— 3,4/2.1). In
booth coupon types, the maximum potential difference that can be withstood by the wood is 21875
volt (— 175 X 1 25), Tile ntaxilnum potential d ifferences that call be withstood by the EVA in
coupons C and D are 11160 volts (- 620 X I$) and 23320 volts (— 620 X 36), respectively,
The predicted, maximum breakdown voltage is found by substituting Y,,,,-(e n- 1,286,
tip	 18, and tr	 125 into equations 4-1 and 4-2 to yield
..VV""M V„E►,	 1,286 X 125 + 18
	 178.8	 (4-4)
E^ -,	 V.,	 ,- V	 (4-5)125 + (18/1,286)	 139
for coupon type C. Now breakdown in at material occurs when the electric field in that material
exceeds the dielectric strength, Substitution of S t,	 620 volt/mil for Er, and Sr -^ 175 volt//nil
for E, into the above equations then yields two relations to tvaluate the vidue of V Q at which
breakdown begins, It is clear that when V„ ;^.- 24335 volt, the wood breaks down electrically and
this voltage is then imposed across the EVA. Since this potential, is greater than the maximum
that can be withstood by the EVA (nn 18-mil layer of EVA call 11,160 volts), the
entire encapsulation system fails electrically. The predicted, min inuin breakdown voltage is
found in a similar manner by substituting ^^►,/^{^ -^ 1.523 into Equations (4-1) and (4-2)
V.	 (4-6)20$.4'0$.
V"	 (4-7)136.8
For this case, wood fails electrically when V. Z 23943 volts; this potential cannot be withstood
by the EVA, and therefore the entire encapsulation system fails electrically, Thus, the maximum
and minimum predicted breakdown voltages for the back side of a type C coupon are 24325 volts
and 23943 volts, respectively. Using a similar line of reasoning, the predicted maximum and
minimum breakdown voltages for the back side of a type D coupon are 26775 volts and 26008
volts, respectively:.
The front sides of the coupons are the most complex situations to analyze because of the wide
range in properties for Tedlar and EVA. Here, values of'YWYl range From 0.473 ( 2.7/9.9) to
0.432  (-- 3.2/7.4). The minimum and maximum potential differences that can be withstood by a
0,0014nch thick layer of Tedlar (coupon types B, C, and ,D) are 1700 voLs and 3500 volts,
respectively; for a 0.004-inch thick layer these minimum and maximum values increase to 6800
volts and 14000 volts, respectively,
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For coupon type A, the minimum value of V. at which the pottant breaks down is found by
substituting the minimum value of yP/y, ( 0,273) into Equations (4-1) and (4-2)
	
EP M 19,1
	
(4-8)
EC ^ V.
	
70	
(4-9}
Setting EP M SP M 620 in Equation (4-8), the minimum value of V. at which breakdown occurs
in the pottant is 11,837 volts. The value of E, in the Tedlar cover just before the onset of
breakdown in the pottant is found by substitution of V. determined from Equation (4-8) into
Equation (4-9); this value of E, is 169 volt/mil, which is well below the minimum dielectric
strength for Tedlar. However, once breakdown occurs in the pottant, the entire 11837-volt
	
potential difference is imposed across the Tedlar and the corresponding value of E, is found by 	 r
substituting V. - 11837 into Equation (4-9) to yield E, — 2959 volt/mil, which is above the
minimum breakdown voltage for Tedlar. Therefore, the predicted minimum value of V. at which
breakdown is expected to occur in the front side of coupon type A is 11837 volts.
The maximum value of Vp which the encapsulation system is expected to withstand is found
	
by substituting the maximum value of ypy,	 0,432) into Equations (4-1) and (4-2) to give
	
EP	 19.7	 (4-10)
	
V.,	 (4--11)
	
E`	 45.6
Setting EP 's SP = 620 in Equation (4-10) yields V. — 12231 volt, this is the applied voltage at
which breakdown is predicted to occur in the pottant for ryp/,y, = 0,432, Substitution of this
value of V. into Equation (4-11) yields E, — 3058 volt/mil, which is less than the maximum di-
electric strength of Tedlar. Therefore, it is possible that breakdown can occur in the pottant
while the encapsulation system remains elects i-ally intact because the entire voltage can be
withstood by the Tedlar. As mentioned previously, V. must exceed 14000 volts before the
0.001 -inch thick Tedlar cover will fail electrically. Thus, the front side encapsulation system of
coupon type A can withstand a maximum potentiaa difference of 14000 volts.
A similar line of reasoning is used to evaluate the minimum and maximum values of V. for
the front side of coupon types B, C, and D. The predicted and measured values of V. at
breakdown are compared in Table 4-4.
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NTABLE 4-4. COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND MEASURED
VALUES OF V. AT BREAKDOWN
V. at Breakdown, kV
Measured Predicted
Coupon Type Side Description Ms: Min Max Min
A Front 4 mil Tedlar, 18 mil EVA/CG' 19 10 14 11.8
Back 18 mil EVA/CG, 1 mil Al Polyester* 11 1 11.2 11.2
B Front 1 mil Tedlar, 18 mil EVA/CG 19 12 11,4 11.3
Back 36 mil EVA/CG, 1 mil Al Polyester 13 5 22.3 22.3
C Front 1 mil Tedlar, 18 mil EVA 21 5 11.4. 11,3
Back 18 mil EVA/CG, 125 mil wood 25 8 24.3 23,9
D1 Front I 'mil Tedlar, 36 mil EVA/CG 25 12 22,6 22.5
Back 36 mil EVA/CG, 125 mil wood 25 21 26,8 26,0
D2 Front 1 mil Tedlar, 36 mil EVA 23 10 22.6 22.5
Back 36 mil EVA/CG, 125 mil wood 25 22 26.8 26,0
• EVA/CG	 EVA with Craneglas
Al Polyester — Aluminized Polyester
4.Q DISCUSSION
The range of predicted and measured values of V. for each coupon is plotted in Figures 4-4
and 4-5. As shown in these figures, all coupons except four samples of coupon A backside passed
the LSA 3000 volt breakdown requirement.
The ranges of measured breakdown voltages were far greater than those predicted by
substitution of material properties with known uncertainties in their values into the series
capacitance model. The predicted breakdown voltage for the backsides of the four coupon types
all fell in the high end of the range of measured breakdown voltages or outside the range
altogether. In general, the predictions fell within, the range of measured breakdown voltages. For
those cases where the predictions fell outside the the ranges of the test results, only the
predictions for the backside of coupon type B were substantially (i.e. more than 2000 volts)
outside the ranges of the test results,
Predictions for encapsulation schemes with thin (i.e. 18 mils) pottant layers fell in the middle
to low end of the ranges of measured breakdown voltage, The two exceptions to this observation
are the backside of coupon type A and the backside of coupon type C. There is no readily
apparent explanation for the backside of coupon type A. On the other hand, wood is part of the
encapsulation scheme on the backside of coupon type C, and all encapsulation schemes with
wood have predicted breakdown voltages either slightly above or in the high end of the ranges of
measured breakdown voltages.
A comparison of the test results for the front sides of coupon types A and B indicates that, for
an 18 mil layer of EVA, the thickness of the front cover does not significantly influence the
breakdown voltage of the encapsulation system, For both cases, the model predicted breakdown
voltages in the low end of the ranges of test results and also predicted a slight decrease in
breakdown voltage as the front cover thickness was decreased.
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Comparing the measured breakdown voltages for the frontsides of coupon types C and D,
and the backsides of coupons A, B, C, and D indicates that doubling the pottant thickness does
not double the measured breakdown voltage. The maximum measured breakdown voltage did
not seem to be strongly dependent upon pottant thickness, but the minimum measured break-
down voltage did increase somewhat with increased pottant thickness. Thus, it appears that the
model overpredicts the change in breakdown voltage with changes in pottant thickness. Since the
dielectric strength of a material is inversely proportional to the square root of the material
thickness [1),  this result was not unexpected. However, lack of sufficient data at the time of this
test made it impossible to evaluate this effect on the prediction of breakdown voltage.
The results for coupon type D indicate that the inclusion of Craneglas in the pottant slightly
increases the electrical isolation capability of the encapsulation system.
Post failure inspection of the coupons indicated that failures always occurred at the edges of
the simulated solar cells. Even though bubbles were purposely allowed to form in the pottant
layers above some of the simulated cells, no failures could be attributed to the presence of the
bubbles. In addition, no special attention was paid to eliminating burrs at the cell edges.
In summary, the test results have demonstrated the utility of the analytical model to predict
breakdown voltages in the ranges of breakdown voltages measured for several different encapsu-
lation schemes. The model overpredicts the changes in breakdown voltage with pottant thickness,
but this can probably be rectified by tinodifying the model to account for the dependence of
pottant dielectric strength on thickness;
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5.0 THERMAL STRUCTURAL TEST
5,1 TEST OBJECTIVE
The objective of the thermal structural test was to verify the analytical models used to predict
solar cell stress due to temperature excursions. The verification process consisted of measuring
the temperatures and mechanical strains in the cell and in the load •bcaring member for a variety
of encapsulation schemes and then comparing the measured strains with predicted strains for the
following parameters,
1, Thermal expansion coefficient of load-bearing member
2. Pottant thickness
3. Pottant modulus of elasticity.
5.2 TEST SPECIMENS
Twelve, one-cell coupons listed in Table 5-1 were used as test specimens for these tests, Two
strain gages and two 30 gage copper/con-titan thermocouples, one each on the cell and on the
load bearing member, were attacked to the coupons to measure strain and temperature, Etched,
polycrystalline silicon wafers were used instead of finished photovoltaic cells, In addition, a bare
polycrystalline silicon cell (3,93 inches square), a piece of low-iron glass (5.0 inches square), a
piece of mild steel (5.0 inches square), and a piece of aluminum (5.0 inches square) were
instrumented with strain gages and thermocouples to provide calibratons for the strain gages
mounted on the coupons. A two component epoxy phenolic adhesive (MB-610; Saber Enter-
prises, Long Beach, CA) was used to bond the strain gages to the test coupons. Curing of the
adhesive was performed for one hour at 150°C and then for two hours at 160°C. The geometric
layouts and the constituent material thicknesses of the coupons are illustrated in Figure 5-1.
Three different pottants were used in the fabrication of the coupons:
1 EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate)--supplied by Springborn Laboratories (Enfield, CT)
2. RTV-615 (a silicone rubber)—purchased from General Electric, Inc. (Waterford, NY)
3. Z-2341 (Polyurethane)--supplied by Development Associates (North Kingston, RI).
EVA was used in three coupons (TSC-1, 6, and B), RTV-615 was used in rive coupons (TSC-2,
3, 7, 9, and 10), and polyurethane was used in four coupons (TSC-4, 5, 11, and 12). In coupons
TSC-2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, and 12, thin silicon spacers (fabricated from reject solar cells) were
placed between the cell and the load-bearing member in an attempt to control pottant thickness
during the fabrication process,
5.3 'PEST SET-UP
A small oven was used to provide the controlled thermal environment for the test specimens.
This oven provides both low (i.e. below ambient) and high temperature (i.e. above ambient) test
conditions, Due to the small size of the oven, only three specimens could be tested simultaneously,
A copper/constantan thermocouple was used to monitor the air temperature inside the oven,
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'Vest instrumentation is illustrated in Figure 5 -2. The strain indicator (shown as item 10 in
Figure 5-2) converted the resistance .readings (ohtns) from the strain gages to units of strain
(nticroinches per inch). A potentiometer was used to measure the millivolt readings front the
thermocouples; 'these readings were manually converted to tempert l ture by consulting a voltage
versus temperature table for coppery"constantan thermocouples,
THERMOCOUPLE 11)
Nt,, Zr__	 STRAIN GA OE1t,2'3,e.S1 
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APPENDIX A.	 1101
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Figure 6-»2, Instrumentation for thermal structural test,
Placement of three typical test coupons in the oven is illustrated in Figure 5-3, and the oven
and supporting instrumentation are illustrated in Figure 5-4. Instrumentation nameplate data
arc found in Table A-2 of Appendix A.
5,4 TEST CONDITIONS
5.4.1 Normal Test Soquence
In the first series of measurements, coupons TSC--2, 3, 4, 5, 7 , 9, 10, 11, and 12 were sub-
jected to in environment where the air temperature in the oven was cycled through the following 	 0
sequence
a►nbient"40°C-X60-80--100--$0-*60"40"20"0" -20—
--40" — 20•-*0°C amblent
The temperature at each step was maintained for approximately five minutes to ensurc
temperature equalization between the test specimens and the air circulating in the oven,
Strain measurentcnts were first obtained for the plain glass, silicon, aluminum, and stce,
specimens, These "apparent strain" measurements were used as a reference for subsequent strain
measurements obtained with the test coupons,
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20-> 44r-y,-60-*-40-x--20-+0°C-),ambicnt
The temperature at each step in this sequence was maintained for approximately 5 minutes to
ensure tcmper,lturc equalization between test specimens anti the ,fir circulating in the oven, The
lowest temperature of this sequence is approximately 20°C below the glass transition tempera-
ture of ctltyletic vinyl ac'ctate (FNA).
As in the normal test sequence, the "apparent strain" measurements were obtained , before
obtaining strain measurements with the test coupons,
5,5 DATA ANALYSIS
5.6.1 Apparent Strain Date
When strain 1;agr is hounded to a panel which undergoes a temperature excursion, a strain is
induced in the gage even when the panel undergoes free expansion or contraction, Ideally, there
should he no mechanical strain when the thermal expansion of the panel material is unre-
strained. This "apparent strain" is caused by the different thermal expansion coefficients (i.e.
"thermal mismatch") of the gage, tile adhesive, and the panel material. The apparent strain is
highly non-linear with respect to temperature and must be determined for each gage/panel
combination at, every temperature of interest. Strain gages are selectively matched to the panel
material to tninimive the apparent strain, However, the apparent strain is zero (i,c. zeroed out by
the strain indicator; see Figure 5-2) only at a single, arbitrary temperature (ambient temperature
for this test).
Strain measurements for plain silicon, see,,:, rllurninum, and glass are plotted against
tcmprraturc in Figure 5-5. Also plotted in this figure are the strain curves provided by the strain
gaga ntanufacturer. 'I'he following conclusions can be drawn front these data: (1) measured
strains for the plain specimens are non-linear with respect to temperature, as expected; (2) the
tnC'MU eel strains differ significantly from the manufacturer's data; (3) the strains ill tile two axes
differ significantly for each biaxial strain gage; and (4) the measured strains indicate the presence
of significant hysteresis during the heating/cooling cycles of the test, The different strains along
orthogonal axes may be due to thermal orthotropy (i.e, differc.-it properties for the two ortho-
gonal directions) of the strain gages, of the coupon materials, or a, mmbination of both the strain
gages and coupon materials. The strain measurements were averaged for each temperature: and
subsequently adjusted such that the average measured strain versus temperature curve passes
thru zero at 25 '0. The adjusted strain for a plain specimen is referred to as the "apparent
strain".
When a test coupon is subjected to temperature excursions, the resultant strains consist of
those due to thermal mismatch between the cell and substrate and the apparent strain. At each
temperature, the apparent strain must be subtracted from the measured strain to determine the
strains due only to the mismatch between the cell and the substrate materials.
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542 Test Coupon DAN
Measured cell strains for test coupons with EVA, silicone, and polyurethane pottants are
listed in Tables 5-2, 5-3, and 5-4 respectively. The biaxial strains measured by each strain gage
were recorded on separate channels of the strain indicator, designated as sections 1 and 2. These
data include apparent strains of the coupon materials, and for convenience the apparent strains
for silicon at each temperature are listed in the tables. As with the plain silicon, aluminum, glass,
and steel, specimens, the strains measured on the coupons were adjusted to give zero strain at
ambient temperature.
TABLE 5-2. MEASURED STRAINS IN SILICON CELLS FOR COUPONS WITH EVA
Measured Strain, pin/inch
Plain Silicon Alum. Substrate Glass Substrate Steel Substrate
Temperature,
°C Sec. i Sec. 2 Sec. i Sec. 2 Sec. i Sec. 2 Sec. i Sec. 2
— 40 —275 — 320 — 403 — 334 — 241 — 301 — 350 —308
— 20 —165 — 190 — 196 -156 — 120 — 145 — 195 —189
0 —75 — 100 —97 —74 — 55 — 63 — 110 —118
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
40 10 25 48 50 10 26 55 69
60 20 40 44 56 15 47 66 89
80 20 50 24 57 4 49 62 `85
100 10 50 10 54 — 18 33 73 98
Structural Index	 asub..te (E/t)Pwuw 1240 460 453
Pottant Thickness, mil 15 16 19
Coupon ID TSC-6 TSC-1 TSC-8
The coupons are rank ordered with respect to a structural index, which is listed at the bottom
of each column in the tables. This structural index, which is the product of the substrate*
thermal expansion coefficient (a) and pottant modulus of elasticity (E) divided by the pottant
thickness (t), indicates the expected ranking of each coupon with respect to cell strain. A high
value of structural index indicates a high expected value for cell strain, etc. Room temperature
material properties were used to determine the indices. Note that cell strain is not linear with
respect to structural index; the indices are useful only to rank order the coupons with respect to
cell strain.
*The term substrate as used here means a flat panel of the same material used in the load-bearing member of a module,
5-10
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TABLE 5-3. MEASURED STRAINS IN SILICON CELLS FOR COUPONS WITH SILICONE
1 asored Strain, pin/inch
Plain Silicon Alum. Substrate Steel Substrate Glove Substrate Steel Substrate Glass Substrate
Temperature,
°C Sec. I See. 2 See. 1 See. 2 See. I See. 2	 See. I Sec. 2 Sec. I See, 2 Sec. l Seca 2
--40 -275 °-320 -248 -285 -274 -312 -^342 -347 --299 -301 -203 -252
-20 -165 •-190 -145 -172 -165 -195 -194 -197 -190 -802 --106 ^-139
0 -75 °-100 --60 -83 -70 -. 120 -96 -94 -95 -100 -60 -78
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
40 10 25 36 69 45 34 45 55 42 52 16 21
60 20 40 50 85 40 56 75 103 48 58 12 40
80 20 50 26 99 25 53 86 129 33 $1 -14 45
100 10 50 12 101 13 58 110 170 28 64 -28 32
Structural Index
	 i subNnte (E= t> t,i,ttut 1544 1080 828 406 395
1'ottam Thickness, mil 9 5 6 11 1
Coulon Ili TSC -7 TSC-9 TSC-2 TSC-10 T50..3
TABLE 5-4, MEASURED STRAINS IN SILICON CELLS FOR COUPONS WITH POLYURETHANE
Measured Strain, uin/inch
Plain Silicon Glau SubNcate steel Substrate Steel Substrate class Substrate
Temperature,
°C Sec.I Sec.2 See. 1, Sec.2 Sec.1 Sec.2 Sec.I See.2 See.1 Sec.2
-40 -275 -320 NA NA -455 -'442 NA NA NA NA
-20 --165 -190 NA NA -273 °-273 NA NA NA NA
0 -75 -100 -65 -76 -100 -100 -65 --86 -60 -67
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
40 10 25 14 36 36 30 9 47 38 37
60 20 40 22 39 29 55 11 59 40 52
80 20 50 13 48 13 56 -16 77 37 56
100 10 50 -6 39 1 58 -37 67 43 50
Structural Index - a„,btntc (E f t)p„ tt„t 1021 486 356 285
Pottant Thickness, mil 4 11 12 5
Coupon ID TSC-4 TSC-11 TSC-12 TSC-5
541
The coupon strains are generally comparable in magnitude to the apparent strains. This
means that the apparent strains are large compared to the strains resulting from the thermal
mismatch between the cells, pottants, and substrates, In some cases the coupon strains are less
than the apparent strains in absolute value. This result appears to contradict the expectation that
a cell is in compression for temperatures below ambient (negative temperature excursions) and in
tension for temperatures above ambient (positive temperature excursions), For example, in Table
5-2 the strain in section 2 of coupon TSC-8 is •-308 µin/in at — 40°C, The apparent strain at
— 40°C is — 320 µin/in, which implies that the cell is in tension. A possible explanation for this
discrepancy is that the apparent strain is different for each silicon cell and thus different for each
coupon,
Another factor to consider is the accuracy of the strain gages and the measurement system.
Metal foil, resistance-type strain gages are usually accurate to within f 1 µinch/inch. When the
entire strain measurement system, including gages, wires, amplifiers, and indicators is taken into
account, the accuracy is estimated to be within 5 percent of the measured value, Thus for a
measured strain of 300 µinch/inch, the estimated measurement error is t 15 Ninch/inch.
5.6,9 Comp r son of Test Rosults with Anw/ytkal Prodktlons
In Phase 1 of the program, the effects of different pottant and substrate combinations on cell
stress were studied analytically by means of finite element models (3). These models assumed
temperature-invariant material properties and a linear relationship between stress and strain,
The key results of the studies are
1. The silicon cell is strained when there is a mismatch between the cell and the substrate
thermal expansion coefficients, The all is in compression for negative temperature
excursions and in tension for positive temperature excursions.
2. For the same pottant parameters (i.e. thickness and modulus of elasticity) the cell is most
strained by an aluminum substrate, less so by a steel substrate, and least strained by a
glass substrate,
3. The cell strain is attenuated when the pottant is designed to accommodate the thermal
mismatch between the cell and the substrate, In effect, when the pottant is made more
flexible by decreasing the modulus of elasticity (or increasing pottant thickness in some
cases), the cell strain decreases. Conversely, as the pottant is made stiffer by increasing the
modulus of elasticity (or decreasing the thickness in some cases), the cell strain increases.
To eliminate the influence of material property uncertainties, comparisons are made between
coupons with the same substrate and pottant materials, Also the properties at — 40°C are
probably the most reliable for predicting cell strain, because the pottants are stiffer at that
temperature than at higher temperatures. Therefore, the cell strain due to thermal mismatch
between cell, pottant, and substrate should be highest at that temperature. At elevated tempera-
tures, the pottant moduli decrease, and the resultant cell strains decreased accordingly.
In Table 5-2, which lists the results for coupons with EVA, none of the coupons have the
same substrate material. However, coupon TSC-b (aluminum substrate) was expected to have
the highest all strain, and this is so indicated by the data for — 40°C, On the other hand, coupon
TSC-8 (steel substrate) exhibits higher cell strains at higher temperatures, assuming that the
silicon cells for both coupons have the same apparent strain versus temperature relationship,
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In Table 5-3, comparisons can be drawn between the steel substrate coupons, TSC-9 and
TSC-10, and between the glass substrate coupons TSC-2 and TSC-3, TSC-9 was expected to
exhibit a higher cell strain than TSC-10; however, at — 40°C the cell strains are about the same.
As predicted, TSC-2 exhibits a higher cell strain than TSC-3. TSC-7, which has an aluminum
substrate, was expected to exhibit higher cell strains than the other coupons with silicone pottant.
However, the results indicate that the cell strain is relatively low in TSC-7.
In Table 5-4, which is for coupons with polyurethane pottart, meaningful comparisons
cannot be made because cell strains were measured for only one coupon at —40°C,
Analytical predictions were made for coupons TSCf-1, 2, 7, and 9 using material properties
evaluated at roam temperature. The analytical predictions, the corresponding test results, and the
structural indices are shown in Table 5-5, These results were determined by subtracting the
apparent strains from the coupon strains and then averaging the results for sections 1 and 2 of the
strain gages. The structural index ranking is consistent with the analytical predictions, and there
is good agreement between analysis and test data for TSC-^2. There is poor agreement. between
analysis and test data for coupons TSC-.1, 7, and 9.
TABLE 5-5. THERMAL STRUCTURAL. TEST RESULTS AND ANLYSIS PRECITIONS
Test Specimen Description
Analytical Stress,
psi at -- 40°C
Predicted" Strain,
Ain/in at --40°C
Measured Strain,
Ain/in at —40°C S.L•
TSC- 1 Glass/EVtk — 462 — 27 +27 460
TSC-2 Class/Silicone ~x762 --45 —47 828
TSC-7 Alum./Silicone —3156 --186 +31 1544
TSC-9 Steel/Silicone 1110 --65 +5 1080
• s,t, - structural index — uwtrrne (Ei0p,,,u.,
'• Material properties evaluated at room temperature
A cell strain of --186 µinch/inch was predicted for coupon TSC-7. The expected value of
measured strain at — 40°C (including apparent strain) was about 500 µinch/inch. The maxi-
mum measurement inaccuracy was therefore expected to be about 25 µinch/inch. However, since
the measured coupon strain was about half the expected value, it is concluded that some factor,
which remains unknown at present, other than the accuracy of measurement system must be
influencing the test results,
5.6 DISCUSSION
Some correlation was seen between the test results and the trends predicted by analysis, In
general, there was poor agreement between analysis and test. The factors which probably
contributed most this lack of correlation were; (1) the large values of apparent strain compared to
strain resulting from thermal mismatch, and (2) the accuracy of the strain measurement. system.
In some cases, the large apparent strains gave rise to expecteu cell strains (i,e, those strains due to
thermal mismatch) comparable in magnitude to the inaccuracy of the measurement system.
However, in the case of coupon TSC-7 (an aluminum substrate coupon), the expected strains
were large but were twice the value of the measured strains; both the expected and measured
strains were large compared to the inaccuracy of the measurement system,
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Uncertainties in material properties also contributed to the discrepancies between analysis
and test data, Properties that require verification are the thermal expansion coefficient of poly-
crystalline silicon and pottant modulus of elasticity versus temperature.
The trends predicted ^y the analytical model appear to be reasonable and conservative, but
the test results are inconclusive with respect to verification of the analytical model. A limited
retest with a "stiff" pottant is recommended; the modulus of this pottant should be greater than
101 psi.
V
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6.0 STRUCTURAL DEFLECTION TEST
Q. t TEST OBJECTIVE
The objective of the structural deflection test was to verify the analytical models used t+
predict solar cell stress, load- bearing layer stress, and module deflection that result from 1
uniform pressure load on the module surface, The verification process consisted of tneasurinj
module deflection, stress in the solar cell, and stress in the load-bearing member for the following
parameters:
1. Pottant thickness
2, Ribbed versus unribbed wood substrates
3, Pottant modulus of elasticity
4, Normal pressure load
5. Cell location
6, load-bearing member material and thickness,
6.2 TEST SPECIMENS
Nine three-cell modules listed in Table 6-1 were used as specimens for these tests. The
geometric layouts and the constituent material thicknesses for each module are illustrated in
Figure 6-1. Etched, polycrystalline silicon wafers were used rather than finished photovoltaic
cells. Three of these unfinished cells were bonded to each test module. A silicone pottant, RTV
615, was used to bond the cells to the load-bearing members of modules MM-1, SMI .2, and
SONI-5 through SDNI -9, Polyurethane was used to bond the cells to the load-bearing members
of modules SDM-3 and SDM-4, Thin silicon spacers were inserted between the cells and the
load-bearing member of each module in an attempt to control pottant thickness during the
fabrication process. Two strain gages were associated with each cell position on a module; one
strain gage was bonded to the bare surface of the cell, and the other was located opposite the cell
and bonded to the anti cell side of the load-bearing member, The wood ribs on modules SDNI.7
and SDlvi-9 were bonded to the wood substrates with structural epoxy (Epiphen ER-825-A,
Haven Industries, Inc,, Philadelphia, PA).
The thickness of the load-bearing member for several test modules varied considerably, as
shown in Figure 6-1. Here, thicknesses measured approximately two inches and 10 inches in
from the edges of the module are shown in ellipses.
Edge frame details are shown in Figure 6-2. Due to limited availability of materials, two
four-foot lengths of each aluminum extrusion shown in this figure were used to protect the edges
of a module during test.
6.3 TEST SET-UP
The fixture used to support a module during this test is shown in Figure 6-3. This fixture is
about. 48 inches square in horizontal cross-section and was fabricated from a surplus trash
container, A four-foot square test module rests on four steel angle bars, which are bolted to the
inside periphery of the container. A uniform pressure load is applied to the test module by filling
the upper portion (i.e. above the test module) with water. The water is contained within a large
plastic bag made of 6-mil thick polyethylene, The fixture is pivoted on one edge, and a load cell is
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used to determine the weight of the water, which is directly proportional to the pressure load on
the test module, in the apparatus. The fixture with a module in place is shown in Figure 6-4.
Instrumentation of the test apparatus is illustrated in Figure 6-5. The numbers shown in
parentheses in this figure .refer to equipment item numbers listed in Table A -3 of Appendix A.
Test measurements consisted of total load (i.e. the weight of the water) on the module,
module deflection at three locations, and strain gage resistance. Strain gage resistance was
converted to ::nits of strain (microinches per inch) by the strain indicator. Load versus deflection
curves were generated by the X-Y plotter, which was connected to the load cell and the
transducers at the center cell and mid-diagonal cell positions. A dial indicator was used to
measure module deflection at the corner cell position. Ports cut into the side of the test fixture
permitted access to the transducers and dial indicator.
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Total load, module deflection at the three cell positions, and strain in the cell and load-bearing
member at each cell location were measured at each pressure step, For modules SDM-1, 3, and
4, the cellsfaced the bottom of the test fixture. For modules SDM-a through SDM-9, tests were
performed with the cells facing upward (i.e. the cells were on the water side), For module
SDM-2, one test was performed for the cells facing upward, and another test was performed for
the cells facing downward.
6,42 Overstress rest
In the overstress test, modules SDN1-6 and SDM -8 were cycled through the following
pressure sequence
0--25-- 50"75¢100-75-, 50-X 25--0 psf
The cells filved upward during; these tests. As in the normal tests, the total load, strains, and
deflections we re recorded for each pressure step,
6.5 DA TA ANALYSIS
6.5.1 Load-Bearing Layer Deflection and Stress
Plots of load versus deflection for the test specimens are shown in Figures 11-1 through 1314
of Appendix B. FOr purposes of discussion, Figures 13-^7 hand B-14 are presented in this section as
Figur es G-G and G 7, respectively. Strains measured for the cells and load bearing member of
cads tc,st specimen are listed in Tables B 28 through 1311.
As expected, the ribbed woo(I naodule^ (SI)N .1 . 7 and SOM-9) were the only modules that
deflected linearly with load, all other module'., including?, 8DM-6 (plain wood), deflected
nonlinearly with load. This behavior is .Shown in Figures o• -C► and 6F, 7, which are foe modules
SIM 9 (ribbed wood) and ,tit. I- 5 (piain wood), respectively.
The apparent stifftess of the unribbed aaodules increases as the load and subsequent
deflection increase. This behavior is due to "me'mbrane action" (i.c, a spanwise stretching of the
modules) and becomes a significant factor when the deflection exceeds one half of the module
thickness. '11us nonlinear behavior causes the lead-bearing illember deflection and stress for a
given load to be less tlaala the deflection and stress predicted by linear theory [ 131 which does not
account fi ►r mcmbr,ine ia(ltnta.
I'he ribbed wood laaodi,ales, oil other hand, exhibit linear behavior. This behavior was
expected because tilt' Module deflections were less than one half of the thickness of an unribbed
plate of equivalent stiffness. Note lluot SIM- 71 failed at to load of 30 psf because of local stress
concentrations in the module at the ends of the ri0s, which were not supported by the test fixture.
This failure is discussed in more detail in Section 6.6.
`rest data and analytical predictions for module deflection and stress its the load-bearings layer
are summarized in Table 6-2. Deflections are listed for the center of each module, The stresses
for the glass superstrate modules, SDN1 .. i through SDN,1-4, Marc listed for the top corner surface.
,ne stresses for the other test specimens, which arc substrate module designs, are listed for the
bottom center surface, "Chest deflection and stress locations were chosen to permit. correlation
with analysis predictions which were derived from curves developed by ,JPL [10). The analysis
predictions were based tail an unsupported edge distance of 44 inches (the module length of
46 inches minus a one-inch edge interface I `or the angle bar supports in the test fixture) and tine
average thicknesses listed in 'fable 6-2. 'Thickness for the glass and wood test specimens varied
considerably, and tat. least 10 thickness measurements were taken for each module: to obtain the
averages listed.
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The test results and analysis predictions for module deflection agree to within 10 percent for
all modules except SDh1-8, the steel substrate module, The analysis predictions for the glass
superstrate modules are high by 4.6 to 9.2 percent The analysis predictions for the unribbed
wood modules, SDM-5 and SDM-6, are low by 6.8 and 7.1 percent, respectively. The best
agreement between analysis and test was exhibited by the ribbed wood specimen (SDM-9),
which agreed to within 2.8 percent,
The steel substrate module exhibited the greatest discrepancy between analysis and test; the
analysis prediction was 16 percent higher than the test result. This scsult is surprising since the
steel module was expected to correlate best with analysis predictions. The thickness of the steel
was uniform and the modulus of elasticity of the steel should be about 29-30 X 106 psi as listed
in the literature,
Stresses were determined by substituting measured strains into the following equations
(ref, 2, p. 4241;
.
di	 a- (Et + V(q)
	
(6-1)
E
a2 ^ --- - (12 + Pi t )	 (6-2)
1 -^ It
Here at and az are the principal stresses associated with the strains it and Ez measured along
perpendicular axes. Values for Poisson's ratio, v, were 0.29, 0.30, 0,22, 0.29, and 0.40 for glass,
steel, wood, silicon, and pottant, respectively. Poisson's ratio for glass was assumed to equal that
of silicon,
The test results and analysis predictions for load bearing layer stress indicate much greater
discrepancies than the deflection results. Except for the wood modules, the test results were lower
than analysis predictions by 35 to 50 percent. The test results and predictions for SDM-2 agreed
to within 7.6 percent. There was good correlation between analysis and test for the wood
modules; the analysis predictions were low by 8.6 and 3,4 percent for SDM-5 and SDIvf-6,
respectively,
The relatively poor correlation between analysis and test for the glass superstrate specimens
is not surprising. According to the previously cited ,JPL study [ref, 101, a high stress gradient
exists at the corners of the modules where these comparisons were made. The analysis predic-
tions were for the maximum principal stress at the top surface of the glass. It is quite possible
that the strain gages were not located at the points of maximum stress. More extensive
monitoring of the strain distributions in the vicinity of the corners of the specimens might reveal
better correlation,
The stress distributions at the bottom center of the modules, according to the ,JPL study, are
fairly uniform, Therefore, the strain gage location is not as critical for the substrate modules as it
is for the glass superstrate modules, Consequently, the substrate specimens should show good
agreement between analysis and test. The unribbcd wood modules do show good correlation,
However, the steel substrate specimen shows a discrepancy of 46 percent. The explanation for
this is not apparent,
6. b.2 Solor Coll Stress
The silicon cell strains and maximum principal stresses for a uniform 50 PSF normal load
are listed in Table 6-3. For convenience, the module deflections are also listed. The following
Conclusions can be drawn from the data;
1, Cell stress was highest for the unribbed wood substrate modules.
Cell stress was lowest for the glass superstrate modules.
t
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3. The cull stress for the steel module was higher than that of the glass modules, although
the steel module deflection was less.
4. With the exception of SDM-9, the maximum cell strains and load bearing layer strains
occurred at the corner locations. This is a very significant result in that, for modules with
nonlinear load versus deflection characteristics, the maximum cell strains occurred at the
locations of maximum strains in the load bearing members, Father than in the centers of
the modules, where the maximum deflection occurred. In the case of SDM-9, which was
the only module with linear load versus deflection characteristics (excluding SDM -7
which failed prematurely), the maximum cell strain also occurred at the location of
maximum strain in the load bearing member. However, consistent with linear theory
(131, the point of maximum strain and deflection occurred at the center of the load
bearing member of SDM-9.
5. The maximum cell stresses at 50 psf loading are well below the 8000 psi allowable stress
for silicon established during Phase 1.
These results were consistent with the Phase 1 analysis predictions, It should be noted that no
cells were damaged during the tests. However, several cells, such as the corner cells of SDM-3
and SDM-5 were cracked before testing, and the results for these modules should be considered
suspect. There also appeared to be a high void fraction in the pottant for the glass superstrate
modules, Although it was impossible to inspect the pottant in the steel and wood substrate
modules, the void fraction in the pottant was probably high in these modules as well, These
factors may explain why the cell stress for SDM-1 was less than that for SDM-2, which
contradicts the analytical predictions, A cracked cell may LT the reason why the cell stress for
SDM-5 is less than that for SDM-6, which, again, is contrary to the analytical predictions.
The test results and analysis predictions for the ratio of load bearing layer strain to cell strain
(at 50 psf loading) are summarized in Table 6-4. Test specimens SDM-3 and SDM-5 were not
analyzed and are therefore not included in the table. Clearly, the analysis predictions for the
superstrate modules (SDM-1, 2, and 4) are low by approximately a factor of two. Analysis
TABLE 6-4. SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
PREDICTIONS OF THE RATIO OF LOAD BEARING
LAYER STRAIN TO CELL STRAIN
Ratio of Lead Bearing Layer Strain
to Silicon Cell Strain
Test Module Test Results Analysis Prediction 0, Percent
SDM-1 8.8 4.2 —110
2 10.7 4.8 —123
4 10.7 4.8 —123
6 5.4 7.0 +23
8 3.2 3.4 +6
9 62 7.0 +11
Analysis-Test
S	 Analysis	 100
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predictions for the substrate modules (SDM-6, 8, and 9) are high by 6 to 23 percent. This
result suggests that the discrepancies are due to the effects of the membrane effect mentioned
earlier and will be discussed in more detail in Section 6,62 This hypothesis is supported by test
data, The superstrate module SDM-2 was tested with the glass side down as well as with the
glass side up. Consistent with analysis predictions, the cell strain changed sign but
had approximately the same magnitude in both cases, The average glass strain, however, was
— 320 µin/µ with the glass side up and + 133 pin/in with the glass side down. This indicates a
uniform compression of approximately — 95 Ain/in superimposed on a bending distribution of
approximately +228 Ain/in, When the SDM-2 measurements were adjusted for the uniform
compressive strain, the discrepancy between analysis and test was reduced from — 123 percent to
— 81 percent.
6.Q' DISCUSSION
8.6.1 Load—ring Layer Deflection and Strom
The following conclusions can be drawn from the test and analysis comparisons made in
Section 6.5;
1. Consistent with analysis predictions, all unribbed specimens exhibited nonlinear load
versus deflection characteristics and the ribbed specimen exhibited linear characteristics.
2, The maximum deflections ranged from 0.37 inch for the ribbed wood panel to 1.42 inches
for the unribbed wood panel. With the exception of the steel panel, the test results and
analysis predictions agreed to within 10 percent.
3.The glass superstrate stresses determined by test were about 40 percent lower than the
analysis predictions, This result is not surprising since the strain gages were probably not
located at the points of the maximum principal stresses to which the test results were
compared.
4. The wood substrate stresses compared well with analysis predictions. Here, the strain
gages were located at the bottom center of the modules where the stress distribution is
very uniform.
5. The steel substrate results do not compare well with analysis predictions. The reasons for
the large discrepancies are not apparent.
6.6.2 Soler Cell Strom
The key results for silicon cell stress are
1. No cells were damaged during the test and the maximum principal stresses were well
below the 8000 psi allowable stress.
2. In every case, the maximum cell stress occurred at the location of the maximum stress in
the load-bearing layer. For the modules with non-linear load versus deflection character-
istics, the maximum stress occurred at the corner, rather than at the center, where the
deflection was maximum. In the case of the ribbed wood module, the maximum stress in
both the cell and the load bearing layer occurred at the center of the module, as expected.
This suggests that the maximum cell stress is not directly related to deflection.
3, The analysis predicts a smaller ratio of load-bearing layer strain to cell strain in the case
of the superstrate panels. In effect, the analysis predicts higher cell stress than revealed by
test. The opposite is true for substrate panels. This discrepancy is probably due to
spanwise stretching effects in the load-bearing member.
1
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As explained in the Phase l report (31, the relationship between cell strain and load-hearing
layer strain for given pottant parameters was determined by means of a two-dimensional finite
clement analysis, An enforced displacement was applied to the load-bearing layer, and the
resulting ratio between cell strain and load-bearing layer strain was determined. Two different
enforced displacement functions were applied sequentially to the load-bearing layer. The
displacement functions were
a. An out-of-plane displacement which forced the load bearing layer to have a uniform
curvature
b. An in-plane stretching of the load bearing layer.
The cell strain was found to be much more sensitive to the out-of-plane displacement
function than to the in-plane stretching displacement. Accordingly, the out-of-plane displacement
was used to develop the design curves which were presented in the Phase, 1 report.
When a module deflects under a pressure load applied to the top surface, bending stresses
result, The lower surface of the module is in tension and the top surface is in compression. If the
module deflection exceeds about one-half the thickness, spanwise stretching of the module causes
a membrane tension stress in the central area of the module. When the edges of the module are
not fixed in the in-plane directions, a compressive stress develops around the periphery of the
module to equilibrate the membrane stress, This compressive stress at the edges would increase
the bending compressive stress at the top surface and decrease the bending tension stress at the
bottom surface,
The cell and strain gage locations are shown in Figure 6-1 for both a superstrate and a
substrate module, At the corner of the modules, where the maximum cell stresses occurred, the
measured compressive stresses at the top surface of the module would be hi her than those due to
bending alone, The measured tension stresses at the bottom surface of the substrate modules
would be lower than those due to bending alone,
The finite element analyses indicated that the cell stress was relatively insensitive to the
membrane effects. Thus, for a superstrate module, the ratio of load-bearing-layer stress to cell
stress would be larger than analysis predictions, and the opposite would be true for a substrate
module This was indeed demonstrated in the test results,
6.8,3 Failure of Test Specimen SOM-7
The ribbed-wood test specimen, SDM-7, failed at a load of approximately 30 psf. The
failure occurred in the load-bearing member a, the ends of the ribs, as illustrated in Figure 6-8a,
The failure occurred because the ends of the ribs were not supported by the test fixture, The
edges of the module were supported by the test fixture, but the ribs terminated just short of the
edge support. The location of the resultant stress concentration is shown in Figure 6-$b. In a
ribbed module design, the majority of the applied load is transmitted to the edge supports by the
ribs, When the ribs use not supported, the load in the ribs must transfer through the panel to the
edge support, and a resultant spanwise tension stress is generated through the thickness of the
panel. In this case, the resulting failure was doWnination of the wood in the spanwise direction,
which is a weak direction for the wood product, When the ribs were directly supported by the
test fixture, as illustrated in Figure 6-8c, the module sustained 50 psf loading without failure..
r
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7.0 THERMAL TEST
7.1 TEST OBJECTIVE
The objective of the thermal test was to verify the analytical methodology and computer
algorithms for computing solar cell temperattre and electric power output. The main test goal
was to confirm the influence of the module backside emissivity on cell temperature and the
insensitivity of cell temperature to pottant thickness. The verification process involved measuring
steady-state solar cell temperature and power output for a known radiative energy source and
other well-defined environmental conditions,
7.2 TEST SPECIMENS
Four minimodules, as designated in Table 7-1, were used in these tests, Nine AR-coated,
single-crystal silicon cells were used in each minimodule, These cells were two inches square and
were encapsulated with EVA/Craneglas on the sun side and white pigmented EVA/Craneglas
on the antisun side, One cell was centrally located in each minimodule and eight cells were
symmetrically located around the periphery of the central cell, as shown in Figure 7-1. The cells
were connected electrically to an external circuit so that electric power could be withdrawn from
the minimodules. The eight peripheral cells were connected in series, but the central cell was
connected to a different circuit, This arrangement was chosen to permit a symmetric temperature
environment for the cells, while simultaneously permitting measurement of the electrical power
produced by the central cell.
TABLE 7-1. THERMAL VERIFICATION TEST SPECIMENS
Module No. TM- TM-2 TM-3 TM4
Load Bearing Member Low-Iron Glass Mild S-Cel Wood Product Wood Product
Top Cover --- Tedlar Tedlar Tedlar
Back Cover .aluminized Polyester -- —• —
Pottant Thickness, mil 18 1	 18 18 36
Each minimodule was mounted in an aluminum edge frame. The cross-sectional details of a
typical frame were the same as those shown in Figure 6-2 for the structural deflection test
specimens,
As shown in Figure 7-2, thermocouples were located on the backside of the center cell of each
minimodule, Thermocouples were also located on the back cover of each module and on the
backsides of edge cells in modules TM-1, TM-3, and TM-4. In addition, three thermocouples
were attached to the edge frame of module TM-1, Thermocouples were attached to the edge cells
to provide backup instrumentation in case of thermocouple breakage during module fabrication
and during the test. A comparison between center cell and edge cell temperatures also permits an
estimate of the lateral temperature gradient in a module. The thermocouple numbers shown in
Figure 7-2 correspond to the individual channels of the data acquisition system described in
Section 7,33, The backside emissivity of each module was changed (by application of black tape
to obtain a high emissivity surface or by application of aluminized Mylar tape to obtain a low
emissivity surface) during the test,
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7.3,1 Genera! ConsiderAtions
results of the thermal atttalysis described in 'reference 3 indicate that the cell temperature is
rather insens,tive t.l potiam thickness and moderately sensitive to module backside ernissivity.
These results were c,llculated for Ern stir speed of 'I meter sec. Recent tests at 4JPL 1 4 ) have shown
that cell temperawre is very sensitive to wind speed, moderately srnsitivc to wind direction, and
ratther insensitive to ambient air temperature,
The operational thermal environment is diff6+ m'; to sinitllate in the laboratory, 'L'hosc itettls
most difficult to simttiate are the sky background temperature, the airflow around the module,
and the incident solar radiation, for (lie thcrnlal test described herein, facilities were not.
vonveniently available to provide at controlled ,Fir flow around the modules, in addition, no test
facility is known to have it capability for simulating the sky backg;ro lantd teml,,crature.
`I'houg;h tilt operational thermal environment described in reference 3 could ,tot, be sienulated,
the dependence of cell temperattn`e on I_tottant thickness and module backside: c:inksivity could be
verified bN,
 at surtalbly designed test aehparatttts. Vet°ificattion of the thermal model would therefore
lie in the Ability of the model to predict the cell temperature for the thermal conditions existing in
the apparatus. `Therefore the apparatus was designed to provide. (l) at krtown ctmvective cooling
envirclntncut, (2) a known thermal radiation environment, and (3) a radiant energy source of
known spectrum and iwensity,
7.3.2 Equipment Cayout and instrumentation
`rhe thermal test was performcd in the Bally test chamber located at the Hughes facility in El
Segundo, California. The dimensions of this chamber (7 feet high X 7 feet wide X 15 feet long)
are large enough to accommodate the radiant -neergy source, test. specimens, and dedicated test in
strumm-ntaltion. Enclosure of the entire test set-up provided a, thermal radiation background
cnvirollment with tlltl,ASM%lble boundary tc ►nperatares.
l sscntial features of the test set-up arc illustrated in Figures 7-3 and 7-4. Quartz lamps
served as the radiant energy source. These lamps were inserted ill three holding; fixtures mounter
oil rails; the rails, in turn, were attached to a moveable: cart, The desired ra,'Jant energy flux in
the plane of the test specime ns was ach ieved by adjtlsting the distance between the lam ps and the
modules, Flux uniformity was controlled primarily by the number of lamp bulbs in cash fixture,
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0A 3 feet X 5 feet panel of low-iron glass (0,186 inch thick) was placed between the lamps
and the test specimens, and a 3 feet X 5 l+.et black-painted wood panel was placed behind the
specimens, This configuration was chosen so that the module radiation environment was
controlled primarily by the front and back panels. The glass transmits 9i percent, reflects
7 percent, and absorbs 2 percent of the incident shortwave radiation from the lamps when the
lamps are operated at rated voltage (2,10 volts). The glass is essentially opaque to low-
temperature infrared radiation from the test specimens. A separation distance of 12 inches
between the test specimens and the front and back pane!% was chosen to permit convenient access
to the test specimens during the test, as well as to permit a low resistance now path for hot air to
exit the chamber, The test specimens were spaced 6 inches apart,
Natural convection, that is, air flow due to temperature gradients, was used as the air cooling
mechanism for the test specimens, Conditioned wr was introduced through two ports in the
chamber wall, A maximum of W cfm was available, and flowrate control was achieved by
obstructing the inlet ports. An exhaust slot in she chamber roof draws off the stratified hotter air
near the roof of t1►e chamber. A hot wire anemometer was used to measure the air velocity and to
confirm that essentially natural convective flow condition existed near the modules.
A pyranotncter and a pyrheliometer were used to measure the magnitude and uniformity of
the radiant energy flux in the plane of the test modules, The pyranometer was paced in a fixed
position on the center line of the plane of the test modules; readings from this device were used to
set the lamp voltage and distance during all test runs, The pyrheliometer was used to determine
flux uniformity; this device was water cooled, mounted on a wand, and inserted through the
exhaust slot in the ceiling of the test chamber.
Copper-constantan thermocouples were used to measure temperature, Thermocouples
10 mils in diameter were attached to the cells before encapsulation and attached to the back cover
of each module after encapsulation. Thirty gauge thermocouples were attached to the edge frame
of module TM-1, the front and back panels, and to the walls of the chamber, Four 30-gauge
thermocouples were used to measure air temperature in the vicinity of the test modules, and
another was used to measure air temperature below the modules, The locations and identification
of those thermocouples associated with the modules are shown in Figure 7-2, and those of the
other thermocouples are shown in Figure 7-5,
Other support instrumentation is shown in Figure 7-6, Thermocouple data were transmitted
from the test chamber to the test facility control room by the remote data scanner. Information
from the remote data scanner was acquired by the test data acquisition system and then
subsequently sent to the data aogger for immediate viewing on a CRT or to the data manager for
subsequent storage and later printout,
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7.4 TEST CONDITIONS
The thermal test consisted of eight test runs in which the incident radiant energy flux and the
backside emissivities of the modules were varied for module operation in both the power
generation and open circuit modes. At the request of JPL and Spectrolab, an additional test run
was performed for modules with insulated backsides. In this run, the backside of each module
was covered with one-inch thick polyurethane foam. This test condition is an approximate
simulation of a rooftop installation, where airflow past the module backside is expected to be
severely restricted. The test conditions are summarized in Table 7--2.
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TABLE 7-2. THERMAL TEST PROGRAM
Nominal radiant Energy
Front/Back Emissivity
Fltut in Plane of
Test Run Modules, W/cm2 TMl TM2 TM3 TM4 Comment
1 0.08 0,8/0,04 0,88/0.5 0,88/0,9 0.88/0.9 Open Circuit
2 0,08 0,8/0,04 0,88/0.5 0,88/0,9 0,88/0.9 Power Generation
3 0.114 0,8/0.04 0,88/0.5 0.88/0,2 0,88/0.9 Power Generation
4 0.114 0,8/0.04 0,88/0.5 0,88/0.9 0.88/0.9 Open Circuit
5 0.114 0.8/0.95 0.88/0.95 0.88/0,03 0.88/0.03 Open Circuit
G 0,114 0.8/0,95 0.88/0.95 0.88/0,03 0.88/0.03 Power Generation
7 0,08 0.8/0.95 0,88/0.95 0.88/0,03 0.88/0,03 Power Generation
8 0.08 0.8/0,95 0.88/0.95 0,88/0.03 0,88/0.03 Open Circuit
9 0.08 0.8/0.95 0,88/0.95 0.88/0.03 0,88/0.03 Open Circuit
Uninsulated
t0 0103 0,8/NA 0,88/NA 0,88/NA 0.88/NA Open Circuit
Insulated
A nominal radiant energy flux of 0,08 watt/cm 2 was chosen to simulate (as closely as
possible) the "nominal thermal environment" used in the definition of the nominal operating cell
temperature (NOCT). The higher flux of 0,114 watt/cm 2 was chosen arbitrarily. The procedure
for adjusting the lamps is shown in Figure 7-7. The voltage reading on the pyranometer was
monitored when adjusting both the lamp voltage and the distance between the modules and
lamps. The pyrheliometer was then used to check flux uniformity, The radiant energy flux could
be altered by rotating the lamp cart and by changing the number of lamp bulbs,
The procedure followed for each test condition is illustrated in Figure 7-8. Special care was
taken to ensure the existence of steady-state for each test run, The ambient air temperature (TC
No. 82, see Figure 7-5) was kionitored at all times to ensure that the cooling air source for natu-
ral convection remained at constant temperature,
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7.5.1 Test Date Summary
Results of the thermal test are listed. in Tables B-43 and B-44 of Appendix B, For the
purposes of analysis, the key results (i.e., cell temperature, module backside temperature, air
temperature, and radiant enemy flux) are listed in Tables 7-3 through 7-6 for :modules with un-
insulated backsides and in Table 7-7 for modules with insulated backsides.
TABLE 7-3. KEY RESULTS FOR (CLASS SUPERSTRATE) MODULE TM-1
Test Run
No,
Backside
Emissivity
Radiant Energy
Flux, W/cm2 Center Cell Power
Output, W
Temperature, °C
Num. Actual Air Q-nter Cell Edge Cell Backside
1 0,04 0.08 0,066 0 41.6 69,4 72,1 69.1
2 0,04 0.08 0.066 0,06 41.2 68.4 70.7 68.2
3 0.04 0.114 0,09 0,09 40.9 79,5 83.4 79.1
4 0.04 0.114 0,09 0 41.6 80,6 85.1 80.3
5 0.95 0,114 0109 0 39.6 78.4 8011 77.5
6 0,95 0.114 0.09 0.07 40,5 79.4 80,4 78.5
7 0.95 0,08 0.066 0.06 40,1 67,4 68.1 66.8
8 0.95 0.08 0.066 0 39,9 68,1 69.1 67.4
TABLE 7-4. KEY RESULTS FOR (STEEL SUBSTRATE) MODULE TM-2
Radiant Energy Temperature, °C
Test Run Backside Flux, W/cm^ Center Cell Power
Nom. Actual Air Center Cell* Edge Cell' BacksideNo. Emissivity Output, W
1 0.5 0,08 0,066 0 41.6 63,7 NA 65.1
2 0.5 0.08 0,066 0.06 41.2 67.4 NA 65.3
3 U15 0,114 0109 0109 40.9 72.7 NA 70.8
4 0.5 0.114 0.09 0 41.6 75.6 NA 71,5
5 0.95 0.114 0109 0 39,6 NA 69.4 70.7
6 0195 0.114 0.09 0.07 40,5 NA 66.7 71.9
7 0,95 0.08 0,066 0.06 40.1 NA 60.7 64.3
8 0,95 0.08 0.066 0 39.9 NA 64.5 64.8
• Center cell (TC No. 91) thermocouple readings appear questionable. Switched to edge cell (TC No. 91a) after test run No. 4.
,
I
r
TABLE 7-5, KEY RESULTS FOR (WOOD SUBSTRATE) MODULE TM-3
Test Run Backside
Radiant Energy
Flu:, W/cm2
Center Cell Power
Temperature, °C
No. Emissivity Nom. Actual Output, W Air Center Cell Edge Cell Backside
1 0.9 0.08 0.066 0 40.6 744 74.5 68.1
2 019 0.08 0.066 0,06 40.9 74.5 75,6 68.7
3 0.9 0,114 0109 0109 39.9 81.8 84.5 75.6
4 0.9 0.114 0.09 0 40.2 84.3 84.8 77.3
5 0.03 0..114 0,09 0 38.7 84,2 83.9 77,7
6 0.03 0.114 0.09 0.06 40 84.4 85.7 78.2
7 0.03 0.08 0.066 0.06 40 72,7 74.1 68.6
8 0.03 0.08 0.066 0 40.7 74,6 74.1 69.1
TABLE 7-6. KEY RESULTS FOR (WOOD SUBSTRATE) MODULE TM-4
Radiant Energy
Flu:, W/cm2 Temperature, °C
Test Run Backside Center Cell Power
No. Emissivity idiom. Actual Output, W Air Center Cell • Edge Cell* Backside
1 0.9 0.08 0.066 0 40.6 71.3 NA 66.6
2 0.9 0108 0,066 0.05 40.9 47.6 NA 67
3 0.9 0,114 0,09 0111 39.9 61.1 NA 75.7
4 0.9 0.114 0.09 0 40.2 83.1 NA 76.2
5 0.03 0,114 0.09 0 38.7 NA 82.9 8011
6 0,03 0.114 0.09 0.07 40 NA 84.3 81.1
7 0.03 0108 0.066 0,02 40 NA 71,2 68.9
8 0.03 0.08 0,066 0 40.7 NA 71.2 69.6
• Center cell thermocouple readings appear questionable, Switched to edge cell (TC No, 98a) after test run No. 4.
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7,6,.E Analytical Modal
As mentioned in Section 7.3.1, the test chamber environment differed significantly from the
terrestrial environment studied In Phase l of the program. Consequently, the thermal/optical
model described in reference 3 was modified to represent the conditions prevailing in the test
chamber.
The thermal model used for the test chamber environment is compared with that used for the
terrestrial environment in Figure 7»9. These discrete -element models were used to determine the
temperature distribution around a centrally -located cell inside a module, The models differ in
four respects; ( 1) the terrestrial model accounted for the interstitial spacing between the cells
whereas the test chamber model did not ;* (2) the air cooling in the terrestrial model was by
forced convection past a module inclined at 34 degrees to the local horizontal whereas the air
cooling in the test chamber model was by buoyancy-driven natural convection past a vertically-
mounted module; (3) the terrestrial model used a solar air mass 1 ,5 spectrum whereas the test
chamber model used the spectrum for a quartz lamp; and (4) the ground and sky served as
thermal radiation boundaries .for the terrestrial model whereas the front and back panels as well
as the chamber walls served as thermal radiation boundaries for the test chamber model.
01
a. MODEL FOR TEST CHAMBER ENVIRONMENT
	 b. MODEL FOR TERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT
Figure 7-9. Thermal models for test chamber and for terrestrial environments.
• For, closely-packed rectangular cells, which is the geometry under study here, the presence of the small interstitial
space between cells has a negligible effect on cell temperature,
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For the test chamber model, the radiant energy absorbed in the layers of the encapsulation
system are indicated by Q's In Figure 7-9. Values of %, Qs, and Q were determined by the
method outlined in Section 5 of reference 3. Note that since the model for the test chamber
environment does not account for the small interstitial spacing between cells, values of Q't, Q'zi
and Q, were not required for correlating test data%
Temperatures were calculated at a number of points inside and on the surface of the module
in both models; these points (nodes) are represented by large black dots in Figure 7-9, The large
dots external to the module represent. constant temperature boundaries.
The nodes are connected by a network of heat flow paths, which are shown as resistors in
Figure 7-9, Each path represents a finite "resistance" to heat flow in the models, As mentioned
in Section 6,2,2 of reference 3, absorption-reradiation phenomena in the encapsulation system
are ignored, and heat now inside the module is therefore by conduction only. The conduction re-
sistance between adjacent nodes and j is given by
Rij m
 flij
	
(7-1)
where lij is the distance between nodes, k is the thermal conductivity, and A is the cross-sectional
area for conductive heat flow,
Air motion (convection) past the module surfaces helps to remove the incident solar radiation
absorbed as heat, The thermal resistance to this convective heat flow from the surface to air is
given by
R...ir = 1 /(hAA) (7-2)
where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient and A is the cross-sectional area for convective
heat flow, The following relation j5j is used to calculate h for natural convection:
hL „ C(GrPr)'
k
where:
Gr - Grashof number
	
B (T' 2 
T..,,) La
v
Pr = Prandtl number - 0,72 for air
g - gravity = 980 cm/sect
ft = volumetric thermal expansion coefficient of air, °C-'
L - vertical length of minimodule, cm
T, = module surface temperature, °C
V - kinematic viscosity of air, cm2/sec
m	
0.25 for GrPr < 109
m = 0.33 I for GrPr > 109
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The module surfaces radiate to the ground and sky in the terrestrial environment and to the
front rind back panels and chamber walls in the test environment, The thermal resistance to
r., tg 6, +,, heat transfer between a module surface node and a radiation boundary is given by
R, — b = (Av Sr, — b) " t	 (7-4)
where o is the Stefan-Holtzman constant, A is the area for radiative 'heat flow, and 3 ; , b is the
radiative interchange factor (script-F). The radiative interchange factor is that portion of the
radiant energy emitted from surface s that is absorbed at boundary b. Note that the units of
Equations (7-1) and (7-2) are °C/w and that the units of Equation (7-4) are °K 4/w. The
thermal resistances are input to the thermal analyzer program in this way. Further discussion
follows later in this section.
T)e script-F's, which were complex functions of the geometry and surface emissivities of the
test set-up, were determined by means of the RENO computer program.* The surface emissivi-
ties and the script-F's used in the analysts pies*nted here are listed in Tables 7-8 and 7-9,
respectively, Note that the script-F's for test runs 1-4 differed from those for test runs 5-8. This
difference was due to the change in module backside emissivities between runs 4 and S. All
surfaces in the test set-up were treated as grey bodies.
TABLE 7--8. SURFACE EMISSIVITIES
FOR THERMAL TEST
Surface Emissivity
Front Glass Panel 0.8
Back Wood Panel 0.9
(black-painted)
Chamber Walls 0,09
(dimpled aluminum)
Black Tape 0.95
Silver Tape 0.03
Aluminized Mylar 0,04
4
IN
,
k
' The RENO program was originally developed by the Aerojet-General Corporation. Turner Associates, who
upgraded the Aerojet software, now maintains exclusive rights to its usage at Hughes under a license agreement.
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tTile spectrum of the quartz lanips was taken to be that of a black Ixx1y "rating at «::30" 1 K.
The otAinite of the correslxinding bl,trklx wxiy ctirve is mijustetl so that the area under the curve
was the same is the flux tucasurc(l by the pvranotuelcr. 1lollowin8 the coil) put rtiolla1 sequence
outlined in Section 6.3 of reference 3, this spect rum was divided into twenty equal-energy
intervals which wrt-op Intl to twentl, wavelength bands of unequal size. These intervals are listed
ill Table 7-10.Optical prolw-tics were rvalu tcd at the midpoint of each wavelength band. The
encrl y absorbeci in the cell all" in each Infer of the cnclysulation system (Q C, (11 , Q) is
cvaluated for each wavelength b ant; anti st,n ntctl over ;ill banzls. These values of Q t , Qj, and O^
arc ti,rcri hiput to the thermal Inotict to calivulate the c^urrespiirrii.ng taruperatores,
TABLE 7--10, EQr.,!AL ENERGY WAVELENGTH
BANDS FOR QUARTZ LAMPS* USED DURING
THERMAL TEST
Energy
Interval
Wavelength Band, pin
Elullmllits	 Midpoint
1 0.3, 0A 0.58
0.861 0.98 0.92
3 0-981 1.10 1.01
41 1.10, 1.20 I.15
5 1.0, 1.32 1.126
t1 1.31	 1.38 1.35
7 1,38,	 1.5 .1 IAo
8 1.51, IM I .So
t) 1.58, 1.76 1.67
t0 1.7o, 1.8' 1.79
1	 I 1.
1(
8, 2.02 1191-1
1., M.0«, 1-1 0 Ub
13 2.10, 2.30 ^,a3
14 21.3t,, 2.48 2.42
15 .'. 0, N,84 2.0
to 2.84, 3.00 .9
17 3.00, 10 3.31
18 1A 4.20 3.9$
19 4.30, 5 .9 .1 5.07
20  9.58 7.7t)
tlfrrn^scl t►t 3 4 med vologc
I
w
7:^1g
7.5.3 Results
Measured alld predicted Coll temperatures rill , teat runts I, -4, 5, ;flit, S are listed it% `,'able 7-
11. These resltlts Ave for those firsts performed at opcit ciraii, conditiolm The power toliversicnl
effieierieies of (lie cells rued in these rrlodtrles lvrr•r approxillmely 15 peretill, alld there was little
overlap betwecn the Bell resiv ose
 Curves and, the spectmun of the tluarm Imillas. ` l"lair, the cell
temp errrttrrr was not expected to differ significantly betweel) opelt a retlit ,Inn, the tllaxirrttrttt
p (m Cr	 vollditio lls. This expectation was confirn ►ed during the test (after adjusting for
differcnCrs in air tctnplrraturr y ; henec only prrthcticros for orlrrr circuit Conditions are reported
here.
1'lie av01 1340 :fir spred between the glass and, tv(xxi panels wits, fouled to l e a pproxrttttltcls,
tl. ureter see. Ilowel'er, spied "pulses" were obarrved to occur Axitrt ever), 22 to 3 ►nim►tesa tilt
rrlaxiillum air speed during these pulses Nos rrbow 0.4 meter, see.
`rile liyranometer rc,rt p inhs indicated thin the nominal fluxes of 0,08 carat, 11.114 W ,, Cnl Were
obtained along the dividing title bettvrrn modules `1 hi --2 and TM-3. Ilowevcr, the pyrilcliolli-
eter remlinpts indiemc, that the flux decreased by as nrucl ► ins 20 permll in goi ►rg front tirc
pYranornctcr to the spaCrs tvl%veeri ,nodrtles ` Nt ,I arad 1M21 and betwern ►mx,ulesTM-3 acrd
`1'1\, A. !(rncr, tilt ineideut radi,nrt energ y
 fluxes useti ill the predletions cov respolld to those
nrrasurrd .► t. tx►sitinras 11 Mid R ill Figure B-t.5 of Appendix K ` ,'his rr muniformity ill ratlinnt
cncrp , flux 11-mv Ili the reason for the i to YG difference between measured tcntcr hell and edge
call: tcmperatures.
A comparison hetweeti predicted and ntrasulyd aril trmlwaillre indicates thm
I.'1 he thermal„ optical model overestimates the (-ell temperatmc
,'rile thermal optical model shows bust aplrc'cmrnt for those situations st-lie ►r the motitllc
had a high cmissivity b,rck cover.
7,6 DISCUSSION
As mentioned above., the thermal model overpredirts the cell teitweratt►re. rile two %bast.
probable causes of the overpredietions are the low value of emissivivi (Q.t)n) assumed for the
Chamber walls and a lateral trolpicrature gradicnt fill the glass frolic, panel.
The rntimivity^ of the Chamber walls lv: ►s probably Closer to 0.2 la valuc Collrnlonly used for
the aluminum skier of an aircraft) than 0,01). A hither v clue of rilriasivityR would lead to larger
values for the script-1^ terms from the modules to the elrambor ivalls mid therefore to a Iliglicr.
prediction of radiant hr.tt tramfer from the modules to the cllaml el' walls.
, lthottgli there lver •e imsufficicnt thcrnrt"aulalrs to measur •r the lateral tcrnperature differ»
cilecs ill the frolic panel, the cheap-off ail radiant. cnergy} ,lux ft•tmt the t-rnterlinc of tilt test.
apparatus implies that tilt trmlkrature ill the hltrss panel decreased with dist;rnCr fiviii the
ectltrrline as well=
The measured ecli temper awl •rs ill excess of the ambicnt air temperature for the present testa
wrrc about IS to 20'GA higher than those reivrted by Naink000g and Simons (11,1 for four
different module desi ►;na operating in all outdoor enviro mlrnt This difference is not surprisintt
ill the outdoor cnviromnclrt is ell 141 by wolcr rat,ialioll i^xml)(44" tint, for•crd
eollvectioll cooling (tile to winds.
Ili test run No. to, the modules were insolatrd stic)t that none or very little of tilt Asorbcd
radiilot ruergy- emild be removed by cxltivcctiott acrd radiation from the luod.ulc backsides, This
configm-ttioll is typical of mof-top applications, lllcasurrd (ell tentleratur es Poi' this test run are
listed Ili `,'able - 12, which indicates that the tell tctllper^attim for tl^,e insulatrd nrotltilr. s were
Itbout , to I t ` G higher than those for the tminsulatcd modules. `fire hell tenlprrr; ► tur s in excess
of the ,unbicnt air tcuilarrattrr c txxv1par o with Manikoong's kind Sittion's data for insulated
» odulrs oper,aling ill ,all turtdoor rtivit l±lrlarrlt ( 1 11.
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TABLE 7-12. MEASURER CELL TEMPERATURES FOR MODULES
WITH INSULATED BACKSIDES
Cell Temperature, IC
Test Module -7o. Description Unimulated Imulated
TM-1 Class Superstrate 66,1 77,6
Front Cover: 125 mil glass
Pottant: IS mil EVA/Crancglas
Back Graver: Black tape
TN-1-2 Mild Steel Substrate -63.40 70.20
Front Over; 3 :Writ Tedlar
Pottant: 18 rail EVA/CraneSlas
Subst rate: 200 ntil steel
Back Cover, Silver tape
TM-3 Wood Substrate 76,1 --
Front Cover: 3 mil Tedlar
Pottant: IS tail 1 VA/Craneglas
Substrate: 125 nul wood
Back Cover: Silver tape
TM-4 wood Substrate 72.6 --^
Front Cover: 3 tail Tedlar
Pottant: 36 mil EVA/Craneglas
Substrate: 125 mil wood
Back Cover: Silver tape
^^~~EtwironineniA Conditions;
(1) Incident radiant energy flux zit 0.066 w cltiz
(2) Air temperature 29 40"(
(5) Front (51351) p3ltel tenilvolurts - 520 C., 58"C., 6900
(4) Cllmocr wall ieni1wrawre - 41"C:
(5) Chamber tinsir teinperature - 44iT
(6) Air speed ;x Q.,2, Meter sec.
0,111crintmiptle reading is dQlibtful
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APPENDIX A
TEST EQUIPMENT INFORMATION
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APPENDIX A, TEST EQUIPMENT INFORMATION
A.1 OPTICAL TEST EQUIPMENT
A.1,1 Equipment 00wription, Test Function, and NAM00te Onto
The test equipment and support instrumentation used in the optical test are 1
Table A-1.
TABLE A-1, TEST EQUIPMENT AND SUPPORT INSTRUMENTAT
USED IN OPTICAL TESTS
Item
No. Description Test Function Nameplate Data
1 Xenon illumination Radiant energy source Spectrosun Modei No. 1206
source Spectrolab, Inc.
Sylmar, Calif.
2 Standard cell Calibration of xenon source Standard Cell No. 1039
Spectrolab, Inc.
Sylmar, Calif.
3 Tungsten illumination Radiant energy source Tungsten Solar Simulator, SN2
source Spectrolab, Inc,
Sylmar, Calif,
4 Standard cell Calibration of tungsten source Standard Cell No. 1-3
Spectrolab, Inc.
Sylmar, Calif.
5 Color temperature Set-point instrumentation for Heliotek Color Temperature Meter
meter tungsten source Model HTA 159, Serial No, 122
Spectrolab, Inc.
Sylmar, Calif,
6 Automatic load Set voltage across terminals Electronic Load Model 279-1, SN2
adjustment of solar cell Spectrolab, Inc,
Sylmar, Calif,
7 Thermocouples (copper/ Measure temperatures of Fabricated at Hughes Aircraft Co.
constantan, 30 gauge) cooling fixture and solar
cell
8 Digital temperature Convert voltage output Model 2176A Digital Thermometer
readout from thermocouples to Serial No, 1860054
temperature units John Fluke Mfg. Co.
Burbank, Calif.
A-1
A. 1.2 Calibration Data
Calibrated photovoltaic cells were used to determine tite radiant energy fluxes in the
illumination sources. Standard cell 1039 wets user! for adjusting tilt xenon source; the current
versus voltage characteristics of this coil, for an energy flux of 0,135 W/cm' (i.e. air mass zero)
are shown in Figure A-1. Standard cell 1-3 was used for determining the energy flux in the
tungsten source; this cell was accidentally broken at conclusion of the optical tests and is no
longer available. The dimensions of standard cell 1039 are 0.25 inch X 0,25 inch, and the
dimensions of standard cell 1-3 were 2.1 inch X 2.1 i ich.
Each of the cells was inserted in a vacuum chock anal placed in the beam of each source, or
the . rnan source, tl ►e power to the lamp was adjusted such that cell 1039 produced a short-circuit
current of 65 mA, The accuracy of this setting is t2 perccnt. For the tungsten source, the power
to the lamp was set to yield a color temperature at 2700 a h (measured with a color temperature
meter--ysec item 5, Table A-1), The vertical distance of the lamp above tl ►e vacuum chuck was
then adjusted until the short circuit current produced by cell 1-3 was 903 n1A, which corresponds
to a radiant energy flux of 0.100 Wjcn►2,
A.2 ELECTRICAL TEST EQUIPMENT
A.2. t Equipment Description, Test Function, and Nameplate Data
A hipot tester was used to measure breakdown voltage and leakage current through the test
coupons, Nanic-plat. data for the hipot tester are listed below:
Model HD 125 ACMC Hipot Tester
lilptronies, Inc,
Brewster, N.Y.
A.2,2 Calibration Data
Calibration data were not required for these measurements.
A.3 THERMAL STRUCTURAL Z`EST EQUIPMENT
A.3.1 Equipment Description, Test function, and Nome-plote Data
The test equipment and support instrumentation used in the thermal structural test are listed
in 'fable A-2.
A.3.2 Calibration Data
The readings obtained from the strait indicator (item 10, Table A-2) must be corrected to
obtain the tactual strains experienced by the test specimens, This correction is made by means of
the following relation:
actual strain °°^ indicated strain C indicated gage factor 1
actual gage factor
The indicated gage factor in these tcsts was 1.99. The actual gage factors decrease with
increasing temperature for cacti strain gage type as shown in Figures A-2 through A=5,
Information on item 2 of Table A-2 has been misplaced. A standard resistor (item 12, Ta-
ble A-2) was used to check calibration of the strain indicator during the test.
It
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Figure A-1. Current/voltage characteristics for standard cell 1039,
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A 4 STRUCTURAL DEFLEC7/ON TEST EQUIPAIENT
A 4.1 Equrpmont Description. Teat function, and Namop/at• Data
I'hc test equipment and willwort instrumentation used to the su-uctural deflection test air
itstcd to Tablc A-1
A.4.2 Cahbration Darn
C.thhration dma Iot the smun gages kttem 1, Tahle A- 1) are shown to Figure A-6. A
stand. ► rd resistor ltlrm 4, Fable A-31 was used to check c.thimmon of ► hr strain indicator (itern
'. Tabir A-3) durmK the test
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A.5 THERMAL TEST EQUIPMENT
A.5.1 Equipment Description, Test Function, and Nameplate Data
The test equipment and support instrumentation used in the thermal test are listed in
Table A-4
A.5.2 Calibration Data
The pyrhelwmeter (item 1, Table A-4) and the pyranometer (item 2, Table A-4) were used
to measure the radiant energy flux in the plane of the test modules The conversion constants die
0.0184 W cm -2 mk' - ' and 0.0092 W cm -2 mV - ' for the pyrhehometer and pyranomexr,
respectively. The accuracies of these instruments are t 3 percent and ± 1 percent, respectively.
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APPENDIX F
RAW DATA
APPENDIX B RAW DA fA
B 1 OPTICAL TEST DATA
Raw data for the optical test consist of the follow-:.g items, which were nuasared for all
141010% ►► ItAIC cells used in the specimens. Data were obtamcd for Kith xenon and tungsten
illumination umrces
1 Open-circuit vultaKe lelore encapsul ition
Open-circuit vultaKe alter encapsulation
J Short-circuit current before encapsulation
4 Short-circuit current after encapsulation
S. Cell . ut -ent at 51111 m y before encapsn latiun
G Cell current at ;00 ,m after encapsulation
These data are listed to Table B-1.
In A second series of tests, cardWard trames were used to permit tllumtnmion of the Cells
only. These tests were Ierfornud for Wth xenon .ind tungsten sources, and the data are listed in
"fable B-_.
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e.2 ELECrRICAL ISOLATION TEST DATA
Raw data for the electrical isolation test consist of elrctrtcal breakdown v
for 25 samples each of four types of test coupons. Data were obtained for
sample. These data are listed to Table. B-3 through B-6.
TABLE 0-3. ELECTRICAL ISOLATION TEST DATA FOR COUPON
Front Side
_
Back Side
Breakdown Cwmditlotw k\' at I vA
Breakdown Conditions kV at I ^A
Voltage, kV Current, vAG	 -x►n ID	 Voltage, kV	 Current mA	 Leakage Current Leakage Current
-1 14 ► 10.5 3 80 S
\ 18 14 5 S 1+ 1.3 7
\-3 17 32.0 3 7 1.0 6
\-^ 14 ' S S 9 1.2 7
\-Ill 14 111.5 4 11 2.0 6
\-II Is 11.0 4 8 1.5 7
\ - 12 1() 20.0 4 110 9
\-I3 12 80 4 5 1.0 5
\-14 IS 19.0 4 V 2.S 5
\-I5 19 25.11 3 10 3.0 6
\ - IG 18 22.5 4 9 1.0 8
-1 10 7.0 4 1 - -
\	 18 13 27.0 3 3 2.0 3
A-19 17 24.0 3 6 1.5 6
A -20 12 22.0 3 1 - -
A-21 1l'1 7 0 3 6 1.0 S
A-22 1" 230 4 2 - -
A-23 l o 200 3 8 1.5 S
A - 24 Is 31 .0 4 8 1.8 6
A-2 ; 1' 32.0 3 7 1.0 G
A- 2G 15 23.0 3 2 - -
A-2' 1' 2^ 0 3 10 ' 2 5
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TABLE B-4. ELECTRICAL ISOLAT ION TEST UAIA FOR COUPON TYPE B
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TABLE 8-8. PLAIN SILICON AND PLAIN ALUMINUM APPARENT
STRAIN DATA (HEATING)
Strain, pinch/inch
Temperature, *C Silicon Aluminum
Date Time Silicon	 ! Aluminum Ch. 3 Ch. 6 Ch. 3 Ch. 4
7 1 1, 1 81 2:10 23 23 (XKX) — 0005 +0(x)4 +0003
7	 1,1 81 2:25 41 41 +20 +51 +53 +39
7/1/81 2:30 41 dl +4 +27 +38 +26
7/1/81 2:35 40 40 +5 +18 +40 +34
7	 1	 81 3:(x) 60 59 + 15 +55 +89 +51
7	 1	 81 3:05 60 59 +22 +51 +83 +54
7/1/81 3:30' 82 79 +79 + 151 +177 +125
7/1!81 3:36 80 78 +81 +155 +185 +128
7/1;81 3:40 81 78 +85 +154 +183 +131
7 1 1/81 4:12' 102 99 +77 +218 +213 +131)
7	 1/81 4:20' 101 99 +68 +220 +206 + 13 5
7,'l /81 4:50• 122 118 +50 +277 +220 +129
7/1/81 4:55' 124 120 +55 +276 +221 +133
'Pressed "zero check" jimut six times
Notes: (1) Strain gage information
hrm	 Silicon	 Aluminum
Gage type	 Wh-03-250T`I-350	 WK-13-250Tv1-350
Sec. 1 gage factor 	 1.90 (Chan. 5)	 2.17 (Chan. 3)
Sec. 2 gage factor	 1.88 (Chan. 6)	 2.02 (Chan. 4)
(2) Indicated gave factor — 1.99
(3) Test performed by J. Pimentel, R Huehwhen, and D Gillaspy	 — J
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TABLE 0-9. PLAIN STEEL AND PLAIN ALUMINUM APPARENT
STRAIN DATA FOR HEATING AND COOLING
Strain, µinchjinch
Temperature, °C Steel Aluminum
Date Time Steel Aluminum Ch. 1 Ch. 2 Ch. 3 Ch. 4
7	 2 81 10:30 20 20 —(XX)3 —Wo3 +(x ►U3 - 01X17
7 2 81 10:45 59 59 76 90 81 39
7 , 2	 81 1 I:txl 6(1 60 68 80 77 36
7 2 81 11:30 100 11x1 1 47 162 136 53
7 2 81 11:35 100 100 144 161 134 54
7
	 2 81 12:30 139 139 1 06 202 155 37
7 2 81 12:40 139 139 168 201 156 37
7 2 81 12:55 118 118 101 183 158 53
7 2 81 1:00 120 120 I o2 189 158 51
7	 2 81 1:15 100 100 140 102 140 59
2 81 1:20 100 100 138 153 134 53
7 2 81 1:35 80 81 ► 116 128 118 53
7 2 81 1:45 80 80 116 124 122 53
7	 2 81 1:52 59 6t► 73 78 93 39
' 2 81 2:00 60 60 64 75 82 37
7	 2 8 1 2:15 42 42 29 35 49 21
7, 2	 81 2:25 42 42 +35 +43 +59 I	 +23
7	 2 8 1 2:47 21 21 — 18 — 27 — 05 — 16
2	 t+1 2:55 21 22 — 11 —21 —03 — 12
2 81 3:20 —5 —4
— 122 —134 —102 — 90
7	 2 81 3:25 0 0 —95
— 103 —78 —70
7 2 81 3:36 —19
—20 — i 86 199 — 172 — 148
'	 2	 91 3:45
—20 —2o —197
— 21 1 —180 —156
7	 _' 81 4:00 —40 —40
—307 — 323 — 28o —248
2
	 8I 4:15 —41 --41
—322 — 347 — 314 —2'2
7	 _'	 s 1	 I
I
4:26 —60 — oO
—463
—493 —402 —198
2	 81 4:30 —60 —00
—491 —510 —488 — 4 23
(Commued ncxt 1'age^
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TABLE 0-9 PLAIN STEEL AND PLAIN ALUMINUM APPARENT
STRAIN DATA FOR HEATING AND COOLING (Concluded)
Strain, µinch/ inch
Temlxrature, *C
	 Steel	 Aluminum
Date	 Time I Steel	 Aluminum	 Ch. I	 C:h.2	 Ch.3 I Ch.4
_-4-
2 81	 4:40	 —41
	
—41
81	 4:45	 —2o	 —2o
2 Al' 	 4:51	 0	 —'
6 81	 8.50	 22	 22
Notes: (1) -strain raite ultornlarton
—322 —343 —320 —271
— 186
—
1 94) — 174 —145
— 97
—10o —84 —76
+ 14 +04 +02 —05
Item	 Steel	 Aluminum
li.11(e t%lu	 WK-06- ` N(VrM- 350	 WK-13-50'1'!11- 3511
Set 1 gaite tailor	 1 00 (Chat 11	 2.1' Whan. 3)
Set .` v..rge tailor	 1 Ko) (Ch.ut 2)	 2.02 Whan. 4)
(2) lndro.ued game tailor — 1,91)
(3) Test 1Krlormed b% .) 1'nnentel. k lluebsihen, and D. Gdlasp%
r
B-12
91 1 15
sl 1 45
"	 K1 I	 ^•
K1 tN1
K1
K1 , 4.
I
`	 KlI	 -
'K1
KI
IK l 3	 tt ►
^	 KI 3.45
s l 400
' ti 4 15
tit 4 =u
"At
 
4 ;0
So
	
K_'
S4	 K.
t ►ll
ul
45
	
4_
45
	
42
11
2'
	
,2
—4
	
—5
ll
	 ll
— IK	
1
— 'll
	
— ,•
--41
—41	 —43
— (►l)	 —u^
— uK
	
— u4
I ABLE B-10 PL AIN STEEL AND Pi AIN GLASS APPARENT
STRAIN DATA FOR HEATING AND COALING
T	 Strain, pinch such
1'cmisrsstur c , °( 1	Silicon	 Gla•• —
Time	 Silicon	 Glass	 Ch. S 1 Ch. 6	
Ch. '	 C=h • N
^	 — kN ► I	 +lNN1I	 —IN1115	 tNNN1
'	 K1 Ill 1l ► .0 -t' t
"	 NI it) 45	 I oil utl + INN1' 05 U.
^	 K I 11	 IN1 l ►ll l ►l1 tINN1" 48
—U: — 44
^ %(1 104 102 +111X14 128 — 1 8 — I=`)2	 KI 11 I
KI 1? 40 I^^^
143 _5. +.15 —11a —241
I
K1 1	 t41 1'"	 I I-'( —_'" +1115 —241 —1"K
I	 I 0 It12 —04 +14t — 15' —114''KI 1!`
I —Uu + 1 4 — 11KKI ! 20 1114 It ► 1
=10
+iltl 11' —"4 
Date
+II
+ ( 1 1)
+0o
—o2
— 04
—04
—23
—2I
— l► 5
— 52
— 1 20
— 
120
—211
—till
—151
— 
%04
+ 1111
+bl
+(1
+21
+2s
— 3;
-3t
— 11t)
—118
— '11
—221
— 142
—1a1►
54 1
— oI -
— 1 111
— ldl
—^4
— l3
—117
—07
—II
— ll^
— Ill
—15
— 8?
— IM
— 03
—' u
— 1;
—54
—^3
— ?t1
— la
—15
—31
— a4
—q 5
—118
—111
—214
—241
tl'Amnttue ►1 nr%t I ►.sic^
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TABLL 8-10 PLAIN STEEL AND PLAIN ULASS APPARENT
STRAIN DATA FOR HATING AND COOLING (Concluded)
Strain, µinch/inA
Silicon Gla..Teml ►cr.iture. 'C
Date Time Silicon Glass Ch. S Ch. 6 Ch. 7 Ch. 8
KI 4 4 — 4 1 — 4 1 —211 —185 — )Ili —1?'
.+1 4 45 — 'u — 1 t► — 1 20 — ' lo —V —t,( ►
KI a;1 t? +1 — 58 — 14' —04 — ^
o	 S11 8.50 I	 0 0 — S' —511 + 11 I	 + I')
Nutef ll l Stt.tut 1(.1t;r mlurm.tuun
l,rm	 Steel	 Alummum
itjw	 ;,ti	 %%k 4)(1 - 2solAl 1^u
Se, I t4.mr Lictur
	 I'►a W11.11,	 I' ►'t ,('Imn -^
Sr,	 tzmv Ltrtur	 I NN W.11.111 u ► 	 I µ„ W11.111 Nt
i'1 InAtc.tt..l K.tKr I.tctur ^ 1' ► ' ►
t 11 ^ r.i 1,rrlurmrd by .I I'unrntrl I: l (urh., hrn. and 11 l^ill.up^
B -141
i
(Continued next page)
TABLE B-11 PLAIN SILICON AND PLAIN ALUMINUM APPARENT
STRAIN DATA FOR IfEATING AND COOLING
Strain, pinch/inch
Temperature, °(: Silicon	 Aluminum
Silicon Aluminum Ch. 1 Ch.2 Ch.3 Ch. 4Date Time
13	 81 3:0(1	 ^— 24 t	 24 +03 +07 +06 –()1
-	 13'81 3:15 40 44I +36 +40 +46 +30
7	 13	 81 3:18 40 40 +32 +35 +46 +24
7	 13 81 3:25 60 00 +42 +50 +80 +47
7	 13	 81	 1 3:30 60 60 +38 +46 +81 +36
7	 13,'81	 I 3:45 80 80 +27 +48 +118 +44
7	 13 81 3:55 80 80 +19 +38 +113 +43
7	 13	 81 4:10 100 1(x) +17 +48 +126 +37
13	 81 4:20 100 1(x) +09 +46 +125 +36
7	 13	 81 4:36 120 120 +05 +48 +133 +29
7/13	 81 4.50 120 120 +07 +48 +125 +22
7	 13 81 4:58 1011 100 +09 ♦42 +127 +38
14	 81 8:40 1(x) 100 + 11 +49 +120 +38
7	 14	 81 8:50 80 80 +03 +24 +104 +41
'
	 14	 81 901 80 80 +(I6 +24 +108 +43
'	 14 81 9:10 60 60 –09 –07 +85 +37
7	 14	 81 9:25 60 60 –09 –()7 +90 +38
14	 81 9:55 41 41 –36 –45 +43 +22
7	 14	 81 10:00 40 40 –36 –45 + 41 +17
7	 14	 81 10:20 20 20 –82 –100 I	 – 0) I	 --21
7	 14	 8 1 10:25 20 20 –79 – 96 –05 – 1t)
14	 81 10:35 0 0 –162 – 1 - 1 –88 –76
14	 81 10:45 0 0 – 154 – 163 –85 –78
7	 14 81 11:00 –20 –20 –240 – 265 – 1 94 –160
7	 14 81 11:10 –20 –20 –239 1	 – 263 – 191 –158
-	 14	 81 11:1" –40 –40 –349 – 383 – 318 –265
14	 81 11:25 –40 –40 –347 – 38o – 320 –268
14	 81 11:35 –60 –60 –470 – 535 –473 –402
14	 81 11:40 –00 i	 –00 –480 – 530 –4 , 2 – 403
B-15
TABLE B 1 	 PLAIN SILICON AND PLAIN ALUMINUM APPARENT
STRAIN DATA FOR HEATING AND COOLING IConclud*dl
Strain, winch/inch
Temperature, 'C	 Silicon	 Aluminum
Date	 Time	 Silicon	 Aluminum	 Ch. I	 Ch.2	 Ch. 3	 Ch.4
7	 14 81 11:50 - 40 - 40 -340 - 3144 -312 -2S()
7	 14,81 11:55 - 40 -40 -339 -385 -317 -265
7	 14'81 12:10 -20 -20 -227 -262 -192 -152
7/14/81 12:25 -20 -20 -223 -259 - 184 -154
7/14 81 1:05 0 0 -124 - 1 47 —86 —74
7	 14 81 1:10 0 0 — 117 —139 —85 —74
14	 81 1:30 20 20 —33 —S6 —19 —20
7/14 81 1:35 20 20 -33 -54 -15 -25
7	 14 81 1:40 22 22 -17 —34 29 - 21
7	 14'81 1:45 22 22 —09 —21 I	 — 06 —10
Notes i I ) Strain gatte inlormauon
firm	 Sthuln	 Aluminum
(Iagr ntx
	 WK -03- 2WT\1 - 350	 %' K - 13 - 2S0T%1 - 3511
k1 i gatte labor	 1 90 (Chan 1)	 2.17 (Chin. 3)
k1 ' rrttr la(uor 1 88 (Chan 2)	 2.02 (Chan 11
t-s ) Indu.ued ¢. ►qr factor - (91)
(3) Tesi performed In j 1'imrntel k Iluehuhrn .Ind D (^0lrsp%
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TABLE B-12. THERMAL STRUCTURAL TEST DATA f OR
COUPON TSC-1 NORMAL TEST
Dtae
F
Temperature.
Time
•C
Strain, winch/inch
Silicon	 Alununum
Silicon Aluminum Ch. 1 Ch. 2 Ch. 3 Ch. 4	 i
7	 10 81 9AS 2" _'' —( ►4 —08 —# ►6 —04
I()	 81 9:20 40 4( ► +IO +18 —22 —Ill
10 81 91A) 40 40 +0o +12 —20 — 14
10 81 9:50 00 (,t) +15 +3o —71 —414
10 81 9:SS u( ► cal ► +15 +39 —'1 —49
10 81 10:30 81 ► 80 +4 +41 —12S —9S
10 81 1040 80 80 —2 +21 —133 —99
7	 10 81 1035	 I 100 1W —18 +25 — 1 0 4 —155
7	 10 81 11:05 1W I —14 +25 — 190 —141)
10 81 11:3()	 I 81	 I 80 —01 +2o — 131 —9B
10 81 1) 45 80 80 —01 +25 — 128 —97
7	 l0 81 12:10 (A) w) —02 +10 —76 —55
I( ► 	 81 12.21 oO 00 +04 +10 —73 —54
10	 81 12 42 40 40 —06 —lo — 40 —31,
10 81 1_':50 40 40 —0o —07 —43 —32
10 81 1:05 21 21 —19 —so _2() (	 —27
10 81 1:15 21 21 _4s —63 — 11 I	 _30
I ( ► 	 81 1:25 0 0 — 101 —12o —31 I	 —42
l0 RI 1:35 n 0 —103 — 125 —30 —43
10	 81 1: 50 —2o _20 —log — 208 —S7 —73
10 81 2.05 —20 —2() — I o4 — 202 —;1 —7?
10 91 2.25 —40 —40 —2'6 — 3;1 j	 — 1'1 -.152
10 81 3.(X) —41 —41 —289 —3()4 — 141 — ; 69
in 81 3:11 —20 —20 — I M% — 210 —63 —84
10 81 3.10 —20 —20 —169 — 210 —5K —,o
1: ► 	 81 3:25 0 0 —89 —11" — 21 —19
10 81 3:30 0 0 —100 — 119 I	 — 28 —3N
10 81 345 21 21 —14 —45 —1" —15
lCanunued next p.iee)
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TABLE B-12. THERMAL STRUCTURAL TEST DATA FOR COUPON
TSC -1 NORMAL TEST (Concludisd)
Strain, µinch/inch
Temperature, °C	 Silicon	 Aluminum
Date	 Time	 Silicon Aluminum	 Ch. 1 I Ch.2	 Ch. 3 1 Ch.4
7'10.81 312 20 20 —33 —45 —14 —14
7	 10 81 4:05 40 40 +02 +06 -23 —12
7,	 10,81 4:10 40 40 00 +08 —21 —09
7/10/81 4:50 2' 27 —12 —22 —10 —04
7 '13/81 8:30' 24 24 —lo —26 —09 00
0 3513 CallbrAoon Check
.oats (1) Slrltn gagr information
I (em	 Silicon	 Glass
Gage nlu	 WK-03-2SOTNI-35O	 WK- 06- 2SOTIN-35O
fir, 1 ,(a,ie facuor	 1 96 Khan 1)	 1 99 (Chan 3)
Set ' gage facwr
	
I so (Chan 2)	 1 N c► ( Chan 4)
(2) Inducted Ragr Lwor — 1 99
(3) Tn( performed h% J hinemel. K llurlmhen and D Gdlaspc
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I ABLE B - 13 THERMAL STRUC ( U11AL TEST DA 1 A 1 OR
COUPON TSC-2 NORMAL TEST
Strain, vinch/inch
Trml ►rrature, °(' Silicon Glirh.
Date Time Silicas	 Glass Ch.3 Ch.6 Ch.7 Ch.8
7	 10 81 9:1 r 2" 2' +08 +04 - 02 -02
7	 111	 81 6) 20 40 40 +53 +.S9 W +08
7	 10 81 ') 30 40 40 ♦ 36 ♦ 51 -00 -04
7	 10 81 9150 60 00 +83 + 1117 -35 -25
7	 111	 y l 9:55 611 61 ► +80 + 101 -36 -26
7	 10 sl 111:35 80 80 +93 +133 -73 -48
7	 10 81 1042 1+O 140 +94 +130 —76 —S4
7	 Ill	 81 10:57 114 ► I W +113 + 170 —124 —98
7	 III	 81 11:07 11111 I +ILK +174 -122 -010
7	 111	 81 1 1.33 80 80 +94 I	 +133 -73 -55
7 10 81 11.46 811 80 +95 +127 -75 -57
7	 10 81 12:10 00 1 ►0 +55 + 86 -41 -28
7	 111	 8 I 12.21 hl l W +51 +80 -40 -29
7	 II ► 	 81 12:4' 41 ► 40 +02 +2() -24 -20
I 1181 12:50 40 40 +01 + 17 -	 1 1 -2o
7	 111	 81 1:10 21 21 -5; -51 -16 -22
7	 118	 81 1:18 21 21 —611 —h5 -22 -26
7	 10 81 1:30 a t ► -155 - 158 I	 -37 -46
7	 10 81 1:37 ( 0 -156 -159 -37 -49
7	 10 81 1 . 55 -2o - 20 -254 1	 -202 -56 -8s
7	 10 81 2:15 -20 -21 ► -253 -262 -58 -81
10 81 2:311 -41 -41 -402 -412 --130 -159
11)	 81 1555 - 40 -40 -394 -409 -121 -156
10	 81 3:10 -21 -21 -266 -280 -77 -99
10	 81 3:16 -20 -20 - 2 ; 2 -263 -65 -87
I u	 81 3:26 0 0 - 145 -150 -30 -47
(Continued next page)
B- 1')
Date
,t ► NI
" 10 91
10 NI
7 1081
' I( ► NI
7 Ill N)
I1 NI
I Alit t ti- 1 3 1 tit RMAt STRUCTURAL TEST DA l A FOR
COUPON TSC-2 NORMAL TEST (Concluded)
Tem 1 wraature, "C
Strain. µitch/inch
silicon	 Gla"
Time silicon Glass Ch. S Ch. 6 Ch. 7 Ch.
1 3o O ( ► —144 — 14S —29 44
3 5t) .11
 21 - 38 -33 -04 1-1
1 51 -.I1 .O - 0 -34 +l ► 1 04
4 (K 40 4( ► +3o +SS - OI +()K
4 12 40 40 + 14 +S2 -' O I + 11
4 50 _'7 27 - ()o +08 + 04 +o')
K 100 24 24 - 1 5 - 02 -04 - 1 0
• 1511 C.411111.11 it'll (ltet It
Note. t1) Suaut q.tge utitam.tlum
Item	 Stilt-till	 l .Iats
G.ute tt lte	 %%1% 01 !SrrT\I 150	 %\K Oo 2 1101'1\1 35(1
Set I q.u;e Lictor	 I ')o tl'h.tn 5)	 2 0. (('halt ' ►
Set I %^.tkze (.liter
	
I ss t('h.ut o ► 	 1.91 (Cleo N)
t.` ► Ittdtr.ued tt.t¢e I.u •tar - I t ► t)
(3) le%t lurhtrmed Itt .1 hinentcl, h 11-1-hen..uu1 1 ► (;dl-1)%
It !O
I"
Strain, µinch/inch
Silicon Glass
Ch.9 Ch. 10 C:h.	 1I Ch. 12
+ul —03 (x ► (x ►
+IS +18	 I —04 —02
+to +18 +01 +04
+12 +37/ —40 —38
+05 +35 —51 —3o
— 05 +42 —93 —77
— 14 +20 —97 —77
— 28 +28 —140 — 120
— 28 +21) — 14 1 ► — 127
—08 +30 —93 —70
— 09 +28 —97 —77
—03 .4- 20 —55 —44
—03 +24 —51 —42
— 13 — 24 —22
—13 —Ill —22 —15
—40 —51 —18 —10
—41 —5' —lo —12
— I00 — 135 —38 —40
—q I — 120 —25 —34
— 148 —10o —57 —04
— 13S —is- —47 —57
— 225 — 3(N ► — 100 — 124
—243 — 30`> — 1 1 3 —13o 
— 15^) — 212 —05 —81
—153 —200 —ol — 13
—97
— 122 —27 — 13
,s
Temlxrature, °C
Silicon Glass
Ott 40
Ott 4(t
o(I (1u
W ell
8( ► 90
SO 81 ►
I O() 100 
100 Io()
811 S0
80 80
03 03
of of
41 .4 1
40 40
'1 •1
21 _'1
l) ll
11 0
— 20 —20
— 2o —20
— 40 —40
— 40 — 40
— 2() — 20
— 20 —2()
0 ll
Date I Time
II ► 81 I	 9:15
7	 I( ► 81 0.20
7	 1( ► t(I 9:34 ►
'	 1() K I 9: 5()
'	 I( ► 81 9:57
'	 lu SI 10:35
'	 II ► NI 10:42
'	 10 8I 110) 
'	 I() 8 1 11:08
'	 Ill 81 11:38
'	 Iu 81 11:48
'	 1( ► 81 12:15
'	 I( ► 81 1113
'	 10 81 12 42
'	 11) S I 1_'.5(1
'	 I() 81 1:12
' W 81 1:20
IO 81 1.30
7	 10 81 1 .40
7	 1(1 81 2 ()O
1
7	 1( ► 81 2 20
7	 10 81 ' 35
7 1O 81	 2.50
7 10 81	 3:10
7 1U 81
	
3:15
7 10 81	 1 30
TABLE B-14. THERMAL STRUCTURAL TEST DATA FOR
COUPON TSC-3 NORMAL TEST
(C:1111tutucti next 11.1ge)
B-21
B-22
TABLE B-14. THERMAL STO 11 CTURAL TEST DATA FOR
COUPON TIC-3 NORMAL TEST IConcludsid)
Strain, µincL /inch
Temperature, °C Silicon Glass
Date Time Silicon Glass Ch.9 Ch. 10 Ch. 11 Ch. 12
7/10/81 3:33 0 0 —83 — 117 —22 —30
7/10/81 3:50 21 21 —26 —45 —02 —03
7/10/81 3:54 20 20 —26 —43 0000 —01
7/10/81 4:08 40 40 + 11 + 11 +05 + 11
7/10/81 4:13 40 40 + 11 + 11 + 11 +04
7/10/81 4:50 27 27 —04 —15 +22 +G8
7/13/81 8:30 • 24 24 —06 —16 —01 +01
' 3513 Calibration check
Notes: (1) Strain gage information
Item Silicon Glass
Gage type WK-03-250TNI-350 WK-06-25OTM-350
Sec. 1 gage factor 1.96 (Chan 9) 2.02 (Chan. 11)
Sec. 2 gage factor 1.88 (Chan 10) 1.93 (Chan.	 12)
(2)
	
Indicated gage factor — 1.99
(3) Test performed by J. Pimentel, R. Hurbschen, and D. Gillaspy
TABLE 8 15. THERMAL S114OCTURAL TEST DATA FOR
COUPON 1 SC-4 NORMAL TEST
-- - - Strain, µitch/ int h
1'cn ► 1^crstur c, •C Silicon Glsw
Tint Silirun (:1.► .. t 2Z . 4
23 't -(1(101 -111 ► t
('hf3C
41 ►
+100)
411 +1 1 + 28 - 1 U
`	 1 1( ► 411 40 + 14 + lU - 42 -14
2.30 trl) Ulf + 22 + 1N
-- !^{' 4 .
2.55 ,h Iµ +13 + 45 — 1 'N K
10 1 t1 141 +05 +,48 — I to —N5
1 40 t ► K '1h - oo + 1' - I N t1
- 124
1 4-, ut) Qt) + 111 + W - 1 0 1 -130 
4 11 • . lll) Nll +	 1() + 45 - 114 -Kl
4 10 111 N 1 ► -+ t ►u +42 - 1111
-Sl 
q	 .' at) Ul) + it) + ;S —95 —4o
4	 ll ► Ull (111 + 11 + 3S - !iu - 4r,
4 40 411 411 + 02 + 11 -54 -2-
4  4 , 411 411 + lh + !t) -51 - I O
til ► .. Ill .0 -fit) -40 -2t, -20
0:20t 'll !t ► -1)1 +03 +05 +111
0:3, ll 0 - U I -75 - Ot1 -
 
It)
' ►
 42 l ► ll -05 -10 - 11 —21
t) 4K 20 _'1) - 111 -114 + I S + 21
U55 0 2l1 - i ll +115 +I1 +12
I 0 11 ► 22 22 -111 101 +111 ► +IN
DAlr
t, K I
1, N I
o Al
'ttSl
o Sl
U 91
' o Nl
u :1
h hI
u K1
1, Sl
U Sl
t, Sl
" 1, Sl
u Sl
sI
sl
K1
N1
It l
131
RI
• 151Nt l .thlit ati n rhr, L	 .M
• • 151 ` l .tlthr.tluat , hn 1,
tAll cliamtcl. rricr,x,l
Note% (1) \u.un v,.tkzr utl, tnt.uu,n
Itrnt
	 stluurt	 k.t.0%
t ^.t^r t^ Ix	 1^	 t ► t 1w I'S1 t; l ;	 1^'1^ t ►/,- ^^tr1'AI 
tsu
Srt	 I.a 101	 I ` ru tt'h.ur 1
Se t 	 I.trt„r	 1 l;l1 t( :h.u,	 `^	 I , t t t l :h.ut 4 t
t_' t ltldt,.ttr,l `.ivc I.tt'tttr .• I ,1,1
t t^ 1'ra i,rt I,,t nu,l h^ ^ 1'nnrntcl 1: ll,trl,.nc^n, .tn,1 11 l^tll.t.1^^
It
TABLE B-16 THERMAL STRUCTURAL TEST DATA FOR
COUPON TSC-6 NORMAL TEST
Strain, µinch/inch
Temperature, °C
	 Silicon
	 Glass
Date
	 Time	 Silicon I
	 Glass	 Ch. S 1 Ch. 6
	 Ch. 7 1 Ch. 8
7 o Sl 1:31, 23 23 +(Nh)S +(hN)4 +(hh)o —(hh)S
o 91 1:55 40 40 +34 +28
—37 — 30
7 o N1 20) 40 40 +38 +37 —33 —25
7 o 81 2.21) 59 59 +35 +48 — 78 — 03
7 o St 2.111 oO ol) +40 +52 —8o —oK
7 6 Sl 2.55 78 78 +37 +5o
— 12 1) —101
7 o Sl 3:07 79 79 +32 +48 —1.12 — I W
7 o Sl 3.40 ')tt ')N +43 +50
— I %) — 157
7 o 91 34S 100 1(h) ♦25 +50 — 185 —154
7 o Sl 4.05 90 90 +34 +.S7 — 132 —102
7 o 81 4:10 80 80 +30 +55 — 12') — 101
7 6 Sl 4.25 o0 o0 +44 +43 — 83 —03
7	 6'81 I	 4 30 o() M ► +38 +48 — 83 — 60
7 o Sl 440 40 40 +17 +27 — 49 — 3o
7	 o 81 4: 45 40 40 +32 +2 3 —38 —35
7	 N1 8:50 20 20 —21 —45
—22 —26
'	 KI 0.,0• 20 20 +04 4-04 +03 +112
'	 NI 9:37 0 0
—5o —54 —05 —15
 Sl 9:42 0 U —00 —b7 —0o
—15
'	 NI 9:48 20 20 +08 +0o +22 +07
7	 N1 9:55 20 20 +11 +11 +10 +10
7	 '	 Sl 10:(1) 22 22 +12 +24 +07 +08
'Channcls reveroed
\one. (1) Strain Kane ut(orntauon
Item	 Silu•on
	 GlassI
Gage t%lx	 %N'K-03-25OTAI-350	 WK-oo-250'rhi - 150
Set . 1 vagr lactor	 I 't (i (Chan. 5)	 2.02 (Chan ')
Sec 2 hate lactor
	 1.88 ((:han. b)	 1.93 (Chan 8)
t-` l Indicated lza¢e (ai(or — 1 9't
0 Test performed by j 1'mirmel. K Iluchschen. and1) l^ill.up^
.^
B-2a
fY
TABLE B-17. THERMAL STRUCTURAL TEST DATA FOR
COUPON TSC-6 NORMAL TEST
Tempxraturr, °C
Date	 Time . Silicon 17 Aluminum
' K N I ' 40 40 40
N KI 4; 41 41
' K K I 30) o2 62
N I 3:10 o2 o2
S N 1 3:30 80 80
' N 91 3:43 80 90
' N S I 4-00 I U0 I l ►l ►
' K 81 4 IS 1t ►0 q')
' 8 NI 4 45 80 Kt ►
`) 81 S40 S0 SO
l) N I 9:00 o0 ol ►
'	
() S I 9:15 o0 (10
'	 1) N I 9:40 40 40
1) K I 9:45 40 40
7	 t) R 1 10:05 20 20
7 9 S I 10:10 • 20 20
' 81 11:03 0 0
K 1 1 1:15 0 t ►
^ ► 81 11:35 -20 -20 
St 11.44 - 2t) - 20
91 12: 0 5 - 40 - 40 
91 12:1: -40 -40
7 9 91 12:35 -20 -2()
Strain, µinch/inch
Silicon	 Alununum
Ch.I Ch.2 Ch.3 Ch.4
+(XX)i -(XN)2 -11002 -(XN)i
+4S +511 +o7 +41)
+40 +35 +62 +4o
--44 +5u +105 +00
+33 +SG +99 +58
+23 +52 +123 +0
+24 +57 4111) +o5
+ Ill +50 +13() +70
+01) +54 +13 1) +'S
+23 +58 +12K +72
+23 +55 + 131 +o9
+ IK +34 +98 +0
+ 18 +33 +91 +50
+02 - (13 +01 +21
+09 +08 +51 +22
-15 -35 +04 -It)
-08 -3o +05 - it) 
110 - 105 -80
-105 -110 -104 -1113
-204 - 192 - 12 o - 21 1
- Iso - 1 t )? -'2' - Itt3
- 41 1 -3o') -434 -38o
-40o - 3'0 -4.10 -.18o
—2o2l —215 I	 —231) —202
((:ununurd next page)
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TABLE 8-17. THERMAL STRUCTURAL TEST DATA FOR
COUPON TSC-6 NORMAL TEST (Concluded)
Strain, µinch/inch
Temperature, °C Silicon Aluminum
Date Time Silicon Aluminum Ch. I Ch. 2 Ch.3 Ch. 4
7'9'81 12:42 —20 —20 —1% —200 —229 — 1V9
'	 1)	 91 12:48 0 0 —105 — 120 — 114 —104
' Q 81 1:05 0 0 —104 — 128 — 113 —104
7 9 81 1:21 +20 +20 —108 —140 —01 —20
' U 81 1:40 +20 +20 —05 —19 —02 —03
'	 91 2:10 +23 +23 +02 —17 +06 —0o
'(:hanged trmlKrawre recorders
Notes (I) Strain gagr tn(ormauor
Rent Sthi on Alurntnu rtt
Gagr t y pe %%'R-03-250TSI-350 N'K-13-250TI► 1 -350
Sec	 1 gage factor 190 (Chan. 1) 2.17 (Chan	 3)
Set	 2 gage t.trtor 1.88 (Chan. 2) 2.02 )Own 4)
(2)	 Indicated g.tgr laitur —	 1.91)
(3) Test performed In j Ptntentel, R	 Iluebsrhm. and D. Gillasp%,
B -_'b
TABLE 8-18. THERMAL STRUCTURAL TEST DATA FOR
COUPON TSC-7 NORMAL TEST
Strain, µinch/inch
Temperature, °C Silicon Aluminum
Date Time Silicon Aluminum Ch. S	 1 Ch. 6 Ch. 7 Ch. 8
' 8 81 '', " +(X1)2 — (XX)I +0001 —( ►1103
S 81 2.40 40 40 +36 +0 +58 +42
8 81 2:45 41 41 +29 +53 +63 +3o
S 81 3.00 b2 Q +50 +85 +107 +56
8 81 3:10 bl 61 +27 +78 +92 +49
S S I 3:32 80 80 + 2o +99 +121 +57
8 81 3:45 80 80 +.75 +97 +120 +57
7'8
	 81 410 11X) 100 +12 +101 +14.i +60'
7 8 81 4 25 100 1110 +08 +103 +153 +01
7/8  8 1 430 80 80 +18 +91 +131 +03
9 81 8:42 80 80 +21 +91 +127 +51,
7 '9	 81 9:03 00 6(1 +12 +57 +93 +39
' 9 81 9:17 (A) b(1 +22 +59 +92 +42
' 9 91 9:45 40 40 +04 +21 + 51 + 15
' 9 81 94.5 40 40 +03 +25 +48 +26
7	 ^)	 8 l 10:12 20 20 —21 —28 —17 —21
7	 ' ►	 91 10:20' 20 20 —18 —17 — 14 —17
It	 8 l 11:04 0 0 —7o I	 — S9 —107 —90
7
	 81 11:15 I1 0 —S4 — 100 — I0) —Bo
7 q SI 11:35 —20 —20 —154 — 189 —197 —155
7 9 81 11:45 —20 —20 —10 — 1 So — 199 — 19
7 9 81 12:05 — 40 —40 —260 —300 —342 — 20 l
7 9 81 12:12 —40 —40 — 2oo — 302 — 344 —29s
7 e 81 12.35 —20 —20 — 15b — 187 —213 —1,0
(Continurd next page)
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i ABLE B-18. THERMAL
COUPON TSC-7 I
Temperature, °C
Strain, winch /inch
Silicon Aluminum
I
Date Time Silicon Aluminum Ch. S
—150
Ch. 6
— 185
Ch. 7 Ch. 8
7,9/81 12:43 —20 —20 — 207 —158
7 '9 81 12:48 0 0 — 84 —98 — 120 —104
7 9 81 1:05 0 0 —85 —97 — 106 —87
7/9/81 1.22 +20 +20 —18 — 11 —17 —230
7/9,/81 1:40 +20 +20 00 +07 —13 —06
7 9 81 2:10 +23 +23 +06 +08 +07 —06
Changed temperature recorders
Notes:	 (I) Strain gage information
Item	 Silicon Aluminum
Gage type	 WK-03-250Th!-350 WK- 13-250TM-350
Sec. 1 gage factor 	 1.96 (Chan. S) 2.17 (Chan. 7)
Sec	 _' gage factor	 1.88 (Chan. 6) 2.02 (Chan 8)
(2) Indicated gage factor —	 1 91)
(3) Test performed by J. Pimentel, K Huebu• h ,!n, and D Gillaspy
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TABLE 8- 18. THERMAL STRUCTURAL TEST DATA FOR
COUPON TSC-8 NORMAL TEST
^ —`— -- - Strain, µinch/in. h	 ---
Temperature, °C: Silicon Steel
Date Time Silicon	 Steel Ch.9 Ch. 10 Ch. 11 Ch. 12
8 81 2.25 22 22 O(XXI 11110 (XXNI +0(X11
8 81 240 40 40 +55 + 69 +58 +o4
7 8 81 2 45 41 4 1 +4 4 + 57 +51 +6()
7 8 81 30 ► 62 62 +66 +89 +104 +101
7 8 81 3:10 61 61 +51 +70 +86 +91
7 8 81 3:35 90 80 +59 +81 +121 + 1_15
8 81 3:47 80 80 +62 +85 +121 +127
8 81 4:12 11X) I +62 +97 +145 +151
8 81 4:30 1W 11X ► +73 +98 +149 +159
8 81 4:50 80 80 +50 + 7o +130 +142
9 81 8.45 80 80 +s() +83 +117 +130
9 81 9:05 60 6U +15 +30 +77 +78
9 b 1 9:20 62 62 +26 +35 +82 +84
9 81 9:45 40 40 —10 —18 +27 +37
1)	 81 930 40 40 —05 —13 +48 +35
9 81 10:12 20 20 —62 —67 —28 —29
81 10.20 20 20 — M) —62 —23 — 20
9 81 1105' 0 0 —170 — 180 — 146 —145
81 11.18 0 0 -150 — 146 — 121 —135
..	 -. ..	 ., 1.. _,.. I	 _ '1 - III -1t1 -'f11
1 ABLE 6-19 THERMAL STRUCTURAL TEST DATA FOR
COUPON TSC-Y NORMAL TEST (Concludod)
Strain, µinch/inch
Temperature, 'C	 Silicon	 Steel
Date	 Tinte	 Silicon	 Steel	 Ch. 9 1 Ch. 10 Ch. 11 I Ch. 12
7 /^ / A 1 ^ 1:23	 I + 20 I	 + 20	 I —' 4b I — 1 3R I —
1 20
b I —' 42
7 t) 81 1 1:41 " I +20 I	 +20	 I	 — 24 I — 90(1 I	 —17 I	 — 16
7 9/81
	
2:10	 +23	 +23	 — 18	 —23	 —01	 —07
' Changed temperature recorders
Drop of condensation fell from chamber ceiling onto Channel Ill leads This
Caused erroneous readings for Chan —t 10.
Notes. (1) Strain gaqe information
Item	 Silicon	 Steel
Gage tvpe	 WK-03-2SOTM-3SO	 WK-06-?50TH-3-)0
	
Sec. 1 gage factor	 1 96 (Chan 9)	 1 99 (Ch:n. 11)
	
Sec 2 rage factor	 1.88 (Chan. 10)
	
1 89 (Chan. 12)
(2) Indicated ragr factor - 1 99
(3) Test performed by J. Pimentel, I.. Huebschen. and D Gillispv
TABLt H-20. THERMAL STRUCTURAL TEST DAIA FOR
COUPON TSC-9 NORMAL TEST
Strain, µinch/inch
Silicon	 SteelTemperature, •C
Silicon Steel Ch. 1 Ch.2 Ch.3 Ch.4Date Time
7,/7,, 8 1 2.300 25 25 +05 —05 +07 +08
7 1 81 240 44 44 +50 +29 +55 +65
81 2:50 42 42 +28
1
+24 +48 +49
7 7 81 2:55 62 62 +45 +51 +92 +104
7/7/81 3:00 60 60 +35 +49 +80 +90
7/7/81 3:25 80 80 +29 +48 +114 +128
7/7/81 3:35 80 80 +28 +43 +120 +132
7/7/81 4:00 1(1(1 I +18 +53 +137 +165
7/7/81 4:05 1(10 100 +15 +49 +139 +165
7,'7/81 4:15 80	 I 80 +32 +43 +117 +137
7 7'81 4:24 81 81 +27 +45 4.123 +133
7/7/81 4:34 60 60 +15 +17 +80 +96
7/7/81 4:40 61 61 +20 +18 +821 +96
7 7 81 4:45 40 40 +07 —17 +36 +47
7 , 8
	 81 8:15•• 25 25 +06 —20 —01 +01
7	 8;'81 9:10 26 26 +05 —22 —03 +02
7 8 81 9:30 —1 —1 —62 — 115 — 108 —119
7 8 81 940 —1 —1 —65 — 121 — 115 —120
7 1 8
	
81 10:08 —20 —20 —152 — 203 — 214 —237
1 8 81 10:20 —20 —20 —160 —215 — 220 —233
7 8 81 10:35 —40 —40 —255 — 322 — 333 —354
7 8 81 1040 —40 —40 —269 — 333 — 346 —374
7,/8
	 81 110:50 —20 —20 — 147 — 202 — 209 —228
7 8 81 11	 10 —20 —20 —139 — 192 — 196 —214
8 81 11.20 —2 —2 —66 — 121 —112 —121
-	 t(	 81 1 1:25 0 0 —62 —109 —104 —120
(Continued next page)
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Temperature, •C
Date Time Silicon Steel
' 8 81 1140 +20 +20
7 8 81 11 45 +20 +20
7/8 81 1	 12.01 ► + 1() +19
TABLE B-20 TNERMA1. STRUCTURAL TEST DATA FAR
COUPON TSC- 9 NORMAL TEST (Cora luded)
Stnin, µinch/inch
Silicon Steel
Ch. I Ch.2 Ch.3 Ch.4
—08
— ol)
—Oa
—40
—39
—38
—36
—31
—33
—45
—41
I	 —43
• 3508 Calibration i hei k
•• 351!0 Calibration check
Notes (1) Strain gage utlorni mon
Item	 Silicon	 Steel
Gage t y pe	 WK-03-25OTA1-350	 WK-06-2SOTM-350
Sec i v ige factor	 196 (Chan. 1)	 2.02 (Chan. 3)
sec 2 ¢age factor 	 1.88 Khan. 2)	 1.93 (Chan 4)
(2) Indicated gage factor - 1 99
(3) Test performed by j Pimentel, K Fluebuhen, and D Gillaspy
K -32
.	 K 1 . 100
7'7
	 KI 240
~-KI 2 S
K1 255
N1 300
~	 K1 l ^5
K l 3 35
91 4 1N ►
KI	 i 4 O
Kl	 I 4 15
KI 4 24
K 1 4 14
K 1 4 40
K I I	 4.45
N	 KI I	 8.15
K K I ') to
K K 1 ') tit ►
K	 91 9.40
8 K 1 I tl l ► K
7	 K K1 10 20
7 K KI it ► 	 ;5
K KI 1040
7	 K KI 111:511
7 K K1 11:1(1
7	 K	 91 1 1.20
7	 K	 KI :I:_'"
K KI	 1 11 411
K,
1 ABLE It 21. THERMAL STRUCILMAL TEST DATA FORCOUPON TSC-10 NORMAL TEST
I	 Strain, µinch/inch
Date I Time
%le•cl
ch. 7
	
Tcmt
-
x t
^
r^u
-
re. °(	 Silicon
Silicon I	 Steel	 Cl, S	 Ch. 6
25 25 a W -113 -07 —01
4% 4^ +42 +49 +44 +54
.1 2 4^ +23 +23 +41 +4b
62 b2 +48 +55 +KK +8K
M ► oo +33 +511 +7o +83
K(1 KII +33 + 49 +')•1 4 100
K0	 I K0 +25 +45 +103 + I I i
100 tut ► +28 4 of +133 +ISO
lot ► 100 +21, +53 +133
+ 1.11
KI1 Kt! ♦ 25 +40 +107 + 124
K I K 1 +34 +17 + I(r) + 124
(wt ► cal ► tt + to + bK + K4
of of +04 +22 +74 +KI ►
40 411 - 2' - 1' +27 +3o
25 ; ti 1	 1	 1 —
 10
- t ►" —115
()h — 2.1 —07 +112
1 -1 -443 -11') -105 -Ito
-1111 -112 -115 -125
-2t) _20 - 1 97 — 214 —22o
—20 —21) —100 -22 5 -227 - `l
-40 -- 411 - 3t ► 5 -33o - W I
-;5 t
— 40 —40 — ilh — 3 34 - 34~ —35o
- 2o :ll — 1 —:ll' —215 — 223
_20 — ?( ► — 1 os — 1 0 4 _20.1 — 21 1 
^
_120 — I Zll — 12( ►
otl t ► _q1 —113 116 —120
+ ,O 4- 2() —22 —42 —so
il'.niinuc• i1	 nc,n	 I^.c^r^
11	 ki
It 34
TABLE 8-22. THERMAL/ STRUCTURAL TEST DATA FOR
COUPON TSC-11 NORMAL TEST
Date Time
Temperature. °C'
Silicon	 Steel
Sir. im µinch/inch
Silicon	 Steel
(:h.9	 1 C:h. 10	 Ch. II	 lay. 12
ttl 2.31 ► • 25 25 -114 -03 —01 —04
'	 tt l 2.40 44 44 +32 +27 +49 + 56
s l 2 50 42 42 + io + 26 +39 +4o
K1 2 55 62 62 +25 +52 +90 +92
'	 NI 3:00 61) al) +20 +36 +7K +Kb
KI 3.25 N0 tll) +N +41 + 113 i 114
'	 -	 N 1 t 15 st) d0 +9 +53 +120 + !2o
'	 K I 400 102 I l ► ' - 3 +47 + 161 + 161
'	 N1 4::)5 11)2 10: -05 +55 +15.' +150
'	 tt 1 4:15 tt2 N2 +20 +4S +122 +128
K 1 4 24 82 S2 +07 +51 +12o +110
'	 s l 4:34 61 61 l) + 31 +81) +80
'	 N1 4 40 62 62 +14 +35 +Ql +85
'	 NI 4:45 42 42 —03 —()1 +40 +41)
'	 K	 ttt 8:15•• ,5 25 -08 -09 -06 - Ott
'	 tt	 s 1 9:1 l ► 26 26 - ()tt -i s - 02 -10
'	 S	 tt1 9:30 -1 - 1 -93 —04 - 119 -125
'	 tt	 K I 9:40 - 1 - 1 _Ws -its -132 -136
'	 K R 1 10:0s _20 -20 - 264 - 167 _257 -265
' N sl 10:20 —20 —20 —2s1 —201 — 2'tt —285
tt	 K1 10:35 —40 —40 —450 —457 —434 —417
9 81 10:,0 - 411 —40 —461 —460 —427 —435
'	 K 91 10:50 -2o _20 -254 -251) - 2^4 -- 260
'	 N	 !il 11:10 -19 -19 -237 -249 -239 -253
' N N1 11:20 -2 -2 -104 -120 -133 -135
'	 K Al 11.25 O 0 —94 _108 - 125 - 130
K K I 11 40 +20 +2() —29 - 14 — 10 — 31;
(Cimtuturd next Imize1
r i
TABLE B-22.	 STRUCTURAL
COUPON	 NORMAL TEST
B-36
1 Alit t 0-23. THERMAL STRUCTURAL TEST OA II A FOR
COUPON TSC - 12 NORMAL TEST
-----^ 	 Strain. µ inch/inch
	
Tenlllcrature, I( ,	 Silicon	 Steel
Date
	 Time	 Silicon I	 Steel	 Ch.9 1 Ch. 10	 Ch.9 T ch.10
'	 o	 sl
	 I I 1 , 21 21 —1NN ► ', +1XN14 + 141414 Ixxx ►
' o KI 1.5, •1' 4.' +0s +4 +5`1 +5V
' o KI .00 •ll 41 +00 + 41 +56 +0
' h sl ' 20 o2 a: + 111 + 5o +81 +102
'	 1,	 S 1 .,.%o o4 1,4 ♦ 	 I I + i;o + so +107
'	 t ,	 Sl S4 S4 -tl +— +11 4 +114
' o St 1 0' S4 N- - I1, +66 + 11' +131
' o S l ( 40 104 1114 -	 l' +62 ♦ 121 +151
' o R1 145 104 104 -13 +6" +12' +151
t( 1 4 Or% S4 K•1 -11, +oN +11` ► +Ito
'	 a	 `ll 4	 it) t14 S4 - 12 +'o + I.' + 13,
'	 t,	 St 4 25 04 a +(11 +62 +/)U I	 + 101
(,	 R I 4:10 04 - 01 +0 +102 +10s
'	 u St 4 40 1	 44 I	 44 tx ► +2s + V + o'
' h KI 4 45 43 44 —ll; + 1tt +oS +os
s t K 1111 't ► 20 - 14 -12 - (. I	 -12
sl `1211• ,t ► 211 +01, +02 oo — 112
NI 1► 1' 11 Il — 5K — 92 —1111 — tt1
' sl q 4.1 ll ll — 511 — !lo —S4 -- !t4
' sl ` ► 4K 20 20 + 10 — 04 + l ► 5 -+	 I t
'	 st 20 211 +1 1`) y'1K +lh +11_
'	 sl 111W 22 22 411 +12 +lh + 0 -
I:c:eroo
\ones
	 111 Straw k^.IL^c mlorm.unm
11cm
	 SIII,% ,n	 Steel
l ^.Ir;c tl Iw•	 ^1 h i i 1 1 -'01AI iS/l	 .501Aj- X50
Set	 I.N 101	 1 "u 1l'tl.ul ^'^
	 1 `" ► 1('11.111	 11)
Scr .' tzm^c I.u'to,r	 1 ?{^ 1^'l1.111	 1111	 1 Sol 1('11.111	 12)
► 111d1,.11rd Wage I.Iooa — 1 01
► ^ 1'c.1 Ixcrloormcd bl I l'rrncntcl, k Iluebsr11en, .Ind 1 1 GIII.t%p%
1(
TABI_F 0-24. THERMAL STRUCTURAL TEST .,ATA FOR
COUPON 1 SC-1 OVERSTRESS TEST
Strain, µinch/inch
Temperature, °C.	 Silicon	 Glass
Time	 Silicon	 Ghat.	 Ch. i	 Ch. 2	 Ch. 3	 Ch. 4
	
13 81	 9:30	 24	 24	 —02	 +02	 +09	 —03
	
13 . 81	 9: 50	 W)	 00	 +37	 +()9	 —46	 —33
	
13 81	 9:55	 oo	 00	 +31	 +00	 —52	 —33
	13 81	 10:55	 1 20	 :20	 — 19	 +04	 —240	 —193
	
7/13/81	 10:35	 120	 120	 —15	 +03	 —237	 --1911
	
7/13 81	 11:10	 01	 01	 +14	 +59	 —58	 —40
	
7 13 81	 11:2S	 (to	 M ► 	 + 15	 +48	 — S8	 —43
	
13,81	 12:15	 0	 0	 —98	 — 105	 —21	 —37
	
7 13 81 12:25	 0	 0	 —84	 —95	 —18	 —37
	
7;13 81 12:40	 I — M1	 — M1	 — 41S	 — 520	 — 224	 — 201
	
7/13 81 112.45	 — ot)	 —o")	 — 40o	 — 521	 —211	 —258
	
7/1381	 1:05	 U	 0	 —83	 —89	 —14	 —32
	
13/81	 1:15	 U	 U	 —83	 —89	 —12	 —39
	
' 13 Al	 1:35	 24	 '4	 —00	 +08	 +02	 —05
Notes (1) Strain gage tntormat,on
pelf► 	 Silicon
	 Glass
Gage tN px
	 WK-03 -250TH-350	 WK-Oo-2 50'1'x1-350
	Sec. 1 q tge factor	 1.90 (Chall 1)	 1 01) (Chan 3)
	
Sec.: gage factor	 1.88 Whan 2)	 1.89 (Chan 4)
(2) Indicated gage factor — I ' ► ^ ►
(3) Test pertonr►ed h% j I'unentel. K Huehschec, and D Gdlasp^
Date
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TA13LE B -26. THERMAL STNUCTURAL TEST DATA FOR
COUPON TSC-2 OVERSTRESS TEST
Strain, cinch/inch
Tem1wrature. °C	 Silicon	 GIAs.
Date	 Time i Silicon	 G"	 Ch. S 1 Ch. 6	 Ch. 7	 Ch. 8
1.1	 NI x).30 I	 '4 24 —O2 +115 —(19 -07
'	 I t
	 91 (10 (rll +105 + 124 - 14 - 2o
'	 13 81 9 5(1 UI1 bl ► +O1 +121 41 —25
'	 13	 tl 1 1 0 2' 1 20 120 + 13o +203 -1o, - 138
-	 13	 81 1 O 38 120 12o +1 4 S + 20o -1-; - 1.11
13	 dl 11	 15 (11 (11 +bl +95 - 41 - 3o
'	 13	 dl 11	 '^ (10 a0 +5() +82 -43 -'O
'	 13 81 12.15 O O - I Sb -10 -41 - 53
'	 13	 81 12.25 O 11 -14S -15d -39 - 41)
'	 13 81 1240 - W - (10 - S(A) - S72 -2.17 -270
'	 13 91 I	 12 4; — Ul ► — uO -552 -%3 -232 -2o0
'	 13 81 1	 1)S 0 O - 14' - 154 - 3o -49
'	 13	 81 1	 15 l ► (1 -141 -153 -35 -57
'	 13	 dl 1	 i, 24 I	 24 - 14 - 10 +05 - 04
Notes (1) Strain t(.rge utlornunon
Itcn.	 Srl1con	 G I.rss
(.idl(e tllx	 1^'K 03-250"T%I - 350	 K-0o- 2501\1	 350
Sev 1 gage fat-wr	 1 O o (Chan. 5)	 2 O: (C.h.in ')
Sev 2 ►(.(Ke f.trtur	 I dN (Chan. b)	 1 . 91 (Ch.tts sl
k2) Indtr.tted ¢.twe 1.tt for — I `P)
0) l'r%t jwrfortncd h% 
.1 I'uttentd. K Ilueh.ihen, . ► nd 11 GillAS11%
B- 3 1)
Strain, µinch /inch
Silicon Glaze
Ch.9 Ch. 10 Ch. 11 Ch. 12
— 01 —04 +03 +01
+27 +53 —38 —29
+21 +54 —40 —35
— 42 —52 — 209 —184
— 38 —49 —207 —176
+23 +4'' —53 —42
+25 +40 —36 —32
—75 —101 ... 27 —25
—71 —99 —24 —28
—350 —420 —2o0 —220
— 351 —430 — 208 —228
— 61 —95 —21 —26
—67 —97 —20 —23
— 03 —08 +05 + 11
Temperature, °C
Date I Time
'	 13	 81 9:30
13	 81 9:50
'	 13	 81 9:57
7	 13	 81 10:30
7/13/81 10:40
7, 13; 81 11.20
7/13/81 11.30
7/13 81 12:15
7/13,81 12:25
7 '13/81 12:40
13/81 12:45
13/81 1:05
7;13/81 1.15
'13/81 1.35
Silicon	 I Glass
24 24
60 60
60 60
120 120
120 120
62 62
w 60
0 0
0 0
— 60 —60
— 60 —w
0 0
0 0
2 4 24
TABLE 8-26. THERMAL STRUCTURAL TEST DATA FOR
COUPON TSC-3 OVERSTRESS TEST
Notes. (1) Strain i .tvc iniurmauun
It rm	 Silicon	 Glass
Gage type	 N'K-03-250T%i-350
	
%'K-06-250TA1-350
Sec. I gage factor	 1.96 (Chan. 9)	 2.02 (Chan. 11)
Sic. 2 gage factor 	 1 88 (Chan 10)	 1.93 (Chan. 12)
l2 ) Indicated gage factor — I QQ
(3) Test performed by J f'unentel, K Iluebschen, and D Gillaspy
B -40
B d STRUCTURAL DEFLECTION TES T DA TA
Raw data for the structural deflection test consists of la) total load on the m(Aule versus
structural member deflection at the center, mid-diagonal, and corner cell locations, and (b) strain
in both structural member and cell at the central, mid-diagonal, and corner cell locations Results
from the overstress tests are included in these data. The load versus deflection data for the center
cell position arc shown in Figures B-1 through B-14. The decreasing-load versus deflection
curves were intentionally displaced honzontally from the increasing-load versus deflection
curves. The strain data are summanzed in Table B - 28 through B-41.
The time span for these tests is summarized in Table B-27.
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Figure B- 1. Module SOM- 1 load versus deflection data (glass side up) for
normal (0 .0 50- 0 psfI test
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Figure B-2. Module SDM-2 load versus deflection date (glass side up1 tot
normal (0 -50 -0 pst) test.
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TABLE B-27. TIME LINE FOR STRUCTURAL DEFLECTION TEST
Date Mixfule No. Cominents'
17 duly 19K1 SUM-2 Nurmil test—glaze side up
20 July 1991 SDM-2 Normal test—Klass side dawn
20 Juh• 1 981 SON1-1 Normal test—Klass side up
21 ,Juh , 191;1 SMI-3 Nornial test—Klass side up
'' .Jul y 1 9 81 SI1M -4 Normal test—Klass side up
22 Julv 1981 SMI-5 Normal test—bare wood side dawn
23 July 1 991 SDI -6 Nornial test —bare wood side dawn
24 , )tile 1981 SUM-7 Normal test—ribbed side dawn (failure)
27 . 1 11 1 V 1 9KI SMI-N Normal test—bare steel side down
2S ,July 1981 SDNIA Normal test—supported rib side dawn
29 Jule iQSI SDN1-8 (liverstress test —bare steel side down
30 July 1 981 SDM-7 Nornial test—talwred, unsupported rib
side dove..	 (failure)
30 1111, 1 9SI SDM -b Overstress terlt—bare wixxd side down
31 . )111v 1 9 81 SD1%! -3 Overstress test—Klass side up
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8.5 THERMAL TEST DATA
Raw data for the thermal test consist of temperatures measured in the modules, in the test
apparatus, and at different locations in the chamber, center cell output voltage and current (when
the modules were used to generate electric power), and millivolt readings on the radiometers.
These data are summarized in Tables B-43 and B-44. Locations where the incident radiant
energy Aux was measured are shown in Figure B-15.
The time span for this test is summarized in Table B-42.
TABLE "2. TIME LINE FOR THERMAL TEST
Test No. Date Time at Steady-State
1 8/20/81 12:09
2 8/20/81 14:09
3 8/21/81 9:18
4 8/21/81 9:36
5 8/21/81 11:35
6 8/21/81 12:37
7 8/21/81 14:04
8 8/21/81 14:29
9 9/14/81 10:27
10 9/14/81 12:.45
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